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by Carl Kreider 
If I fell and broke my hip, my 
friends would rally around me to 
show their deep concern about my 
hurt. They would visit me in the 
hospital and send me flowers and 
cards urging me to get well soon. 
This is a beautiful response, and we 
all appreciate it. 
But if I know someone who feels 
depressed, I often do little for them. 
Intellectually, I know mental health 
is just as impor tan t as physical 
health; that mental illness often leads 
to physical ills that are genuine, not 
just imagined. The hurt of mental 
illness may be just as profound as the 
pain of a physical injury, and unfor-
tunately, the duration may be much 
longer. I know these facts in my 
mind—but so often I fail to react 
concretely to them. 
Staying mentally healthy. 
How can we respond to those we 
love who are troubled by emotional 
ills? Severe mental illness should, of 
course, be treated with the best med-
ical help available. But more moder-
ate emotional problems seldom re-
quire more than the building of 
Carl Kreider, Goshen, Ind., is former dean 
and economics professor at Goshen College. 
This article is part of a series of wellness 
articles provided by Mennonite Mutual Aid. 
relationships based on understand-
ing ourselves. This, in turn, can en-
able us to understand others. 
To do this, it's important for us to 
recognize that we all have our ups 
and downs. Jesus, human as well as 
divine, was not exempt from this. 
We read in Matthew 21 of his trium-
phal entry into Jerusalem. Certainly 
this was an "up"—a high. 
But in the verses that immediately 
follow, he was incensed at the mer-
chandising in the temple, and he 
responded to it with both strong 
language and physical force. Only 
two days later, he wept over Jerusa-
lem. This was a "down"—a low. 
Peter, James, and John enjoyed a 
high on the Mount of Transfigura-
tion, followed by a low when they 
returned to the valley and could not 
cure an epileptic boy. Peter must 
have been exultant when Jesus called 
him a "rock." But scarcely a moment 
later, Jesus rebuked him with, "Get 
thee behind me, Satan." 
We all have our ups and downs, 
our highs and lows, but the words we 
use may not describe our true mental 
condition at all. We greet a friend on 
the street with a jolly "How are you 
today?" Almost invariably as we 
hurry by the answer is "Fine" or 
"Great." But translated into honest 
and straightforward English, these 
words have a whole host of possible 
meanings. 
These meanings lie on a conti-
nuum. At one end, the real meaning 
is something like this: "I'm feeling 
rotten; in fact, I'm so depressed you 
wouldn't want to listen to my whole 
story—so I'll push you off with the 
barefaced lie you were expecting 
when you asked the question." 
At the other end of the conti-
nuum, the real meaning may be 
something like this: "I'm feeling on 
top of the world; if I really told you 
all about it you would despise me for 
being an insufferable opt imist ." 
There are many gradations between 
these two extreme answers. 
How to deal with low times. 
Our highs are pleasant. But how 
can we deal with our lows and those 
of others we relate to? I have three 
suggestions. 
First, I propose we recognize that 
ups and downs are part of the com-
mon experience of all people. I 
noted before that Jesus' disciples 
experienced them, and that even 
Jesus himself did so because he was 
human as well as divine. We should 
remember that many people are 
practiced in the art of concealing 
their depression. We admire people 
who are so vivacious—so high-
spirited. We think they are con-
stantly on top of the world. If we 
only really knew, these people also 
have times when they are down in 
the dumps. Elation and despair, tri-
Our "highs" are 
pleasant. But how 
can we deal with 
our "lows" and 
those of others? 
I have three 
suggestions. 
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umph and defeat, success and fail-
ure. These are the common lot of all 
people of all ages. 
Second, we should cultivate sym-
pathy for those whose despair we 
can see—however courageously they 
may be trying to conceal their de-
pression. We who have broken our 
own hips are more sensitive to the 
hurt of others who break theirs. Sim-
ilarly, if we have the honesty to rec-
ognize our own ups and downs, we 
should be more responsive to the 
pain of others suffering a depression 
of spirit. 
Third, as Christians we should 
seek to use both our ups and our 
downs to the glory of God. We can 
use our ups for great bursts of solid 
work or intense creative activity. We 
can use our downs as times when we 
face our own human limitations in 
the light of God's all-sufficiency. 
Prayer contact with God. 
When we are strong—in our hours 
of victory—it is time for us to pray 
that we may not forsake God, but 
that we should see our own strengths 
as only a natural reflection of the 
power God has given us. When we 
are depressed, we should pray that 
God's Spirit will guide us to look 
beyond the difficulties of the moment 
and into the boundless beyond of 
God's unsearchable promises. 
Fortunately, most of us are blessed 
with more ups than downs. Our lines 
have gone out in pleasant places; the 
lives we live have had more joy than 
sorrow, more victory than defeat. 
But we should never forget that for 
many others this is not so. Because 
of hunger, economic exploitation, or 
political tyranny, many spend much 
of their lives in constant fear and 
terror. Even in lands of peace and 
plenty there are those whose mental 
infirmities cause them to live in 
nearly unrelieved states of mental 
depression, or in periods of depres-
sion that are briefly punctuated by 
bursts of abnormal joy. 
May we use our own ups and 
downs so that by God's grace we can 
also minister to others with a spirit 
actuated by Christian compassion. 
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ME N T A L H E A L T H services, scarcely talked about in polite 
society 100 years ago, have taken a 
progressively impor tan t place in 
American society, especially since 
the 1950s. In the mental health field 
we have been riding the crest of a 
huge societal wave, a growth indus-
try of singular proportions. More-
over, we have to our credit some 
solid successes. Virtually all of the 
drugs now utilized in the therapy of 
the major mental disorders were 
developed during this same period. 
Some severe mental illnesses, like 
manic depressive disorder, are now 
routinely treated without admission 
to a hospital. With proper medica-
tion, recurrences often can be virtu-
ally prevented. At the same time, we 
have emptied many of the back 
wards of state mental institutions. 
Length of stay in mental hospitals 
has been progressively reduced. 
Further, the success of the mental 
health movement has reflected favor-
ably on those of us in the mental 
health professions. We enjoy high 
status, are sought out for our expert 
advice, are routinely entrusted with 
the most personal confidences, and 
are invited to speak at churches, 
schools, and community organiza-








by Roger C. Sider 
media. Publishers love our articles 
and books because they know there 
is a vast market for our written wis-
dom. Finally, we are well paid. We 
enjoy, as they say, "a good living." 
A critique of the 
mental health movement 
In the face of all this growth, prog-
ress, and personal gain, it may seem 
impolite to hold the mental health 
movement up to critical scrutiny. 
But the truth is that things are not 
well in our field. We are beset by 
internal and external challenges of 
sufficient magnitude that it is unlike-
ly things will ever be the same again. 
To begin, perhaps it would be 
appropriate to ask whether there is 
any evidence that people are emo-
tionally healthier or happier in the 
1980s than they were in the 1950s. 
Has the net impact of the enormous 
growth of mental health services had 
a discernably positive effect? The 
evidence for our success is not over-
whelming. Surely we have been help-
ful in thousands of individual cases. 
If society has slipped backward since 
the '50s, the mental health move-
ment is not single-handedly to blame. 
But I do not think we are innocent. 
Let me briefly describe four ways in 
which I believe collectively we have 
had a harmful social impact. 
Condensed from an address delivered by 
Roger C. Sider, M.D., at the 37th annual 
dinner meeting of Philhaven Hospital, Mt. 
Gretna, Pa. Dr. Sider has accepted the posi-
tion as medical director of the Pine Rest 
Christian Hospital in Grand Rapids, Mi., 
beginning in September. 
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1. Excessive focus on self 
Over the past generation, we have 
witnessed a tremendous growth of 
egocentricity in our society. "The 
truth according to me" is rapidly 
becoming the standard by which 
everything else is to be judged. Peo-
ple have always been selfish. The sin 
of pride is as old as the Hebrew 
Scriptures. What is new and alarm-
ing is that we no longer believe there 
is anything wrong with it. We tout 
the aggrandizement of self under 
such mental health labels as "self-
realization," "self-actualization" and 
the "freedom to be me." 
The mental health professions are 
in the vanguard of this social move-
ment. What is it that I want my 
patient to talk about? Not great 
ideas, civics, or church affairs. While 
acknowledging the needs of her fam-
ily, the central focus is to have the 
patient talk about herself, her sub-
jectivity, her experience, her hopes, 
and her fears. "This is your hour," I 
tell her, "and the subject is you." 
Now, for a neurotically repressed 
individual who has never experienced 
validation as a human being, never 
been listened to, never been taken 
seriously, full of self-doubt and self-
recrimination, this is powerful ther-
apy. But what about the growing 
number of patients who come into 
our offices already too full of them-
selves, brimming over with their 
immersion in egocentricity? Leston 
Havens has commented that one 
result of psychoanalysis is sometimes 
a great buttressing, not of health, but 
of unresolved disease elements and 
the sending out into the world of 
people whose individuality—perhaps 
even narcissism—has been immea-
surably strengthened. 
2. Weakening of the sense of 
moral responsibility to others 
A related issue is the degree to 
which the mental health movement 
has contributed to a weakening of a 
sense of moral responsibility. If what 
counts in the end is me, then obliga-
tions to others quickly recede into 
the background. There is in our field 
a basic theme of freeing people from 
the oppression of received values, of 
parents, of societal expectations, 
October 1987 
The Brethren in Christ have a long and valuable 
tradition of holding what is worldly up to scrutiny 
in light of our understanding of Scripture. 
This article is a modest attempt to do this with 
regard to the mental health movement. 
even of conscience itself. In some 
circles, therapy appears to have one 
major goal—individual freedom— 
and every mental maladjustment is 
seen as due to one or another species 
of oppression. 
A person who acknowledges obli-
gations only to himself cannot be 
tied in any meaningful way to his 
parents or his children, to the past or 
to the future. He is a creature only of 
today, seeking whatever satisfaction 
the present may offer. Therapists 
may unwittingly foster this process 
when they encourage patients to 
think for themselves, to become their 
own persons, to choose their own 
values. This relativity of morality is 
illustrated by a sign I once saw 
posted on the wall of a psychiatric 
nursing office. It read, "Guilt is a 
useless emotion." I am profoundly 
ashamed that such a falsehood 
should be proclaimed in the name of 
mental health. 
But everyday tragedies in the lives 
of our patients result from this same 
mentality—the abandonment of 
marital vows because "1 must fulfill 
my own needs," the denial that what 
I do is anyone else's business. This 
cannot be the recipe for a good or 
happy life. Yet it is promulgated by 
some experts in our field. 
3. Undermining of the 
parenting role 
Parenting is becoming increasingly 
difficult in our society and in some 
cases is already virtually impossible. 
The causes of the difficulties of par-
enting are complex. I will mention 
two for which the mental health pro-
fessions bear some responsibility. 
First is the extreme emphasis upon 
environmental factors as the cause 
of mental and emotional infirmities. 
If your child should grow up with a 
stunted self-image, burdened with 
insecurities, or suffering from un-
happiness; if he or she is not popular 
or outgoing; if he is moody, resent-
ful, or rebellious; if your teenager 
should be abusing drugs or alcohol 
or be sexually promiscuous—I think 
you should know, dear parents, that 
you have no one to blame but your-
selves! After all, your child was born 
a blank sheet, full of potential and 
promise, unblemished from the begin-
ning. If only you had done every-
thing right, you would have been 
rewarded with children of whom 
you could be justly proud and who 
would call you blessed. Even the 
responsibility for adolescent suicide 
is being laid at the feet of parents 
who threaten to punish their chil-
dren. Think of it. If you threaten to 
discipline your child, you may drive 
him to self-destruction! 
This is nonsense, of course, a non-
sense which underlies a great deal of 
the contemporary psychology of par-
enting. It minimizes or ignores the 
overwhelming impact of three other 
forces which decisively shape per-
sonality development—genes, which 
determine temperament and innate 
capabilities; powerful social forces 
impinging on the child as he grows 
up; and the child's own choices for 
which he must increasingly accept 
responsibility. 
This extreme environmentalist 
view has led to a massive loss of 
parental self-confidence. Today, par-
ents agonize over virtually every 
decision. We must read everything 
we can get our hands on and consult 
numerous experts before making 
even the most trivial decisions. How 




. by Andrea Harrison 
The other day, I heard a speaker refer 
to the greatest commandment as quoted 
from Luke 10:27: "Love the Lord your 
God with all your heart and with all 
your soul and with all your strength and 
with all your mind. . . ." This person 
went on to clarify that the heart is the 
emotions; the soul is the spiritual; the 
mind, the intellectual; and the strength, 
the physical. How easy it sounded, as if 
some physician could take a scalpel and 
quarter you or me, thus neatly extract-
ing the part that is creating a problem at 
any given moment. 
Although the speaker's explanation 
seemed very attractive because of its 
simplicity, I was not quite ready to 
accept it. Moreover, some time ago I 
had tucked this question of "who are we 
and what are we made of?" onto a little 
shelf of my mind labeled "look into this 
when there's time." A little research 
uncovered some interesting facts. Did 
you know that the Matthew 22:36-40 
version only lists "heart, soul, and mind"? 
The Deuteronomy 6:5 passage, while 
listing three, substitutes "strength" for 
"mind." The Deuteronomy 10:12 version 
says only "heart and soul." It didn't take 
long to discover that theologians disagree 
on what the Bible means by "heart, soul, 
mind, and strength." I soon found myself 
entangled with the dichotomists and tri-
chotomists, Greek original wording, and 
the history of Hebrew life and thought. 
A principle that writers do seem to 
agree on is that God wants us to love 
him with our whole being. One author 
made particular sense to me: "The He-
brews thought in terms of subjective 
experience rather than objective, scien-
tific observation and thereby avoided 
Andrea Harrison is a freelance writer and 
occasional contributor to the Visitor. 
the modern error of over-departmentali-
zation. It was essentially the whole man, 
with all his attributes . . . of which the 
Hebrews thought and spoke" (The New 
Bible Dictionary, Eerdmans, p. 509). 
Frankly, I'm glad that Jesus seemed 
to be interested in the different aspects 
of the whole person. He ministered to 
various types of needs around him. He 
seemed to desire wellness for people 
because he knew that a problem in one 
area affects the whole being. If a gentle 
word would heal the emotions, he spoke 
it. If a touch would heal the body, he 
connected. If sin eroded the inner being 
and outer relationships, he exposed it. 
He did not deal only with people's 
spirits. 
Paul also acknowledged the complex-
ity of human nature in Romans 7—8. In 
this passage, he makes reference to the 
body, the mind, and the spirit. In addi-
tion, he reveals the emotional aspect of 
his own nature when he exclaims, "What 
a wretched man I am!" (7:24). The 
intertwined parts of our humanity 
seemed to perplex and frustrate even the 
ever-in-control Paul. 
It is this interconnectedness that be-
wilders and befuddles mankind, even 
though some of us, like the speaker, 
would like to believe we have it all fig-
ured out. Only after years of modern 
medicine are we beginning to take note 
that the various parts of our being are 
interdependent. We finally are seeing 
specialists cooperating to find cures. We 
are discovering, for example, that stress 
affects cancer growth; that morality has 
a part in the treatment of mental health; 
that nutrition and other kinds of nurture 
are basic to many aspects of health. But 
we have only begun to plumb the depths 
of the secrets of the health of the whole 
person. 
So, perhaps it would be good for us 
lay persons to acknowledge that the 
elements of wholeness, how they are 
defined and work together, are subject 
for further study. In our enlightened 
age, have you ever tried to explain to a 
child what part of us goes to heaven 
when we die? Or has an adult nonbe-
liever ever challenged you in a Bible 
study to explain the resurrection? Have 
you ever wondered about who creates 
personality, or what Christlike charac-
ter means in its totality? Or here's one: 
have you ever had friends (like Job's) 
imply that your physical and emotional 
problems indicate you really have a 
"spiritual problem"? (The suggestion 
means, "If you'd only be more devoted 
to the daily disciplines of Bible reading, 
prayer, and fellowship, you wouldn't 
have these problems.") 
In some cases, this type of suggestion 
is appropriate and true. A loving, dis-
cerning friend could have such insight 
and the liberty to speak. But if the analy-
sis is not correct, it hurts. For some 
people, "spiritual" is narrowly defined as 
"if you have a good enough relationship 
with God, you won't suffer" or, at least, 
"you won't show it." Of course, the daily 
disciplines and a close walk with our 
Lord are of utmost importance. But the 
indiscriminate judging and labeling of a 
Christian as "unspiritual" does not seem 
to benefit individual relationships or the 
Christian community. 
If we search our hearts (see how easily 
vaguely defined religious jargon sneaks 
into our speech?), we all find areas 
where we have not allowed the Holy 
Spirit to have full control. Surely our 
lives would be better—healthier, more 
whole—if we were spiritual in the sense 
of allowing the Holy Spirit to fill us 
completely every day. But I have a diffi-
cult time believing that even this kind of 
spirituality would prevent all our ills. 
Where in the Bible does it say that peo-
ple born of the Spirit have total im-
munity? 
When menopausal hormones take a 
dip and depression and anger hit, is a 
Christian woman necessarily less spirit-
ual (i.e., a "bad" person)? If someone 
says an unkind word and you chafe, are 
you loving your God any less? When a 
Christian man feels severe job pressure 
and develops an ulcer or dies of a heart 
attack, was he necessarily in a wrong 
relationship with God? When we suffer 
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the effect of waging spiritual battles 
within and without, are we falling short 
of the great commandment? 
Perhaps we could view spirituality as 
we do different types of medicines or 
medical procedures: some are preven-
tive, some are diagnostic, and some are 
curative. Likewise, sensitivity to the 
Holy Spirit often prevents a problem 
from developing. But when some part of 
us does go wrong, the Spirit helps us 
reveal it, isolate the cause, and deal with 
it. Sometimes such medicine is withheld 
from us and we must walk by faith 
rather than knowledge. But when we are 
aware of God's activity in our life, the 
workings of the Spirit can remain hid-
den from others with whom we are in 
relationship. Consequently, we often 
experience people's searing condemna-
tion. Our lack of perfect health in one 
area, which affects our total being, has 
made us appear less "spiritual" in their 
eyes. 
Actually, the battleground of inner 
struggle is one place where we can learn 
of God's grace and power. But we are 
often judged and sentenced by others 
while we are in the midst of the battle. In 
moments of frailty or failure, we dare 
not excuse ourselves for wrong actions 
or for missing the mark. But because of 
God's forgiveness toward us, we can 
forgive ourselves and hope for forgive-
ness from others. Jesus proved that he 
wants us to be healthy in every part. Yet 
brokenness, in its many forms, is a fact 
of life. If not, we would not have needed 
Jesus. When our troubles or ills are 
compounded by human condemnation, 
"broken" takes on an entirely new and 
unnecessary meaning. 
In the words of the hymn writer, 
"Lord, Jesus, [we] long to be perfectly 
whole. . . ." But for now, we can be 
assured that God, the Creator and Great 
Physician, knows the various aspects of 
our being and how they are dependent 
on one another. We can be grateful that 
he understands, even when we don't. We 
also can try to be more understanding 
when we observe less than ideal behav-
ior or responses in other Christians. Per-
sonally, I'm looking forward to a glori-
fied body in which all the parts work 
together in perfect harmony. In that 
state, we all surely will be able to fulfill 
the great commandment and its corol-
lary: to love our neighbor as ourself. 
before going in to comfort her? 
Whatever decision you make, never 
forget that when she is 16 or 20, the 
chickens will come home to roost 
and you will reap the whirlwind! 
Why is this so? Why can we not 
trust our common sense? Because 
mental health experts have told us 
that our common sense is not trust-
worthy. Further, the experts them-
selves don't agree. Their advice is 
only good for today because tomor-
row a new study may reveal new 
truths. Modern parents are caught 
in a massive vise. Our children, sens-
ing our lack of confidence, exploit 
the power vacuum created by our 
paralyzing ambivalence. In loud, con-
fident voices they announce what it 
is they want and need, and assure us 
that it is good for them because ev-
eryone else already has it or does it. 
No wonder parents are behaving like 
flies zapped with Raid, first racing 
madly in all directions, but utimately 
collapsing in lifeless heaps on the 
floor. 
4. Fostering unrealistic 
expectations of life 
The fourth harm to which the 
mental health movement has con-
tributed is the fostering of unrealistic 
expectations of life. A mental health 
center public relations brochure 
published several years ago carried 
the title, "Life Has Its Ups and 
Downs." Inside, it explained that 
everyone gets down sometimes and 
that on such occasions it might be a 
good idea to call up the local com-
munity mental health center for an 
appointment. Implicit in the bro-
chure's message was the assumption 
that it is not necessary in life to feel 
badly. Mental health is feeling good, 
and that good feeling is only a phone 
call away. Now this equation of 
mental health with feeling good has 
many manifestations—the abuse of 
alcohol and illicit drugs in search of 
a chemical high, as well as billions of 
dollars spent each year for legally 
prescribed tranquilizers to dull the 
variegated pains of life. I'm not sug-
gesting here that the despair of suici-
dal depression or the panic of acute 
anxiety should go untreated, or that 
suffering is to be preferred to plea-
sure. No, I believe that suffering is an 
evil and that in heaven there will be 
no tears. 
But in this life, there are many 
things worse than pain, and some 
things are worth suffering for. No 
pill can or should entirely erase the 
pain of mourning; no chemical can 
prevent the hurt of disillusionment; 
no serum can inoculate us against 
heartache. To live is to suffer as well 
as to experience pleasure, and to 
know what is worth suffering for 
and what pleasures are not worth the 
To live is to suffer as 
well as to experience 
pleasure, and to know 
what is worth 
suffering for and 
what pleasures are not 
worth the price is an 
index of wisdom. 
Unfortunately, the 
mental health profes-
sions have not been 
clear about this 
fundamental truth. 
price is an index of wisdom. Unfor-
tunately, the mental health profes-
sions have not been clear about this 
fundamental truth. As a result, some 
of our patients, in their pursuit of a 
life without suffering, end up with 
great disillusionment and even greater 
pain. 
The ethical crisis 
All of this points to a deep ethical 
crisis in the mental health move-
ment. We are unable to answer satis-
factorily the following questions: Is 
mental health related to morality? Is 
it possible to be mentally sound 
without also being good? By what 
values must we live if we are to be 
mentally whole? 
This is an urgent clinical as well as 
philosophical problem. Each time 
we encounter a patient or client, our 
therapy is directed toward some 
goal, some good. Many believe that 
the only legitimate therapeutic goal 
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The mental health movement, while bringing 
great benefits, has also contributed to 
certain harmful trends in our society. But 
far f rom feeling discouraged, I believe that 
this is a time of tremendous opportunity. 
we may have for our patients is their 
autonomy; that other personal values 
and morals are beyond our domain; 
that our only appropriate task is to 
reduce disabling symptoms, restore 
function, and free them from emo-
tional impediments so that they can 
then choose their own values. 
If it is true that therapists simply 
support the patient's choice, then we 
can have no moral grounds for label-
ing any patient choice unhealthy so 
long as it is freely chosen. In the 
name of empathy, tolerance, and 
unconditional acceptance, all freely 
chosen behaviors are equally en-
dorsed. 
There is validity, of course, in eth-
icists' attempts to secure the patient's 
freedom of self-determination against 
unnces sa ry coercive t r e a t m e n t . 
Neither the doctor nor the psychol-
ogist always knows best. And even 
when we do, we are not thereby 
automatically entitled to impose our 
values on others. But an ethic which 
holds that all values are subjective 
and grounded on nothing more than 
personal preference cannot serve as 
a reliable guide for the mental health 
professions. Nor can it ultimately be 
helpful to patients. 
It is sobering to read the damning 
indictments which are issuing from 
the Christian right against the men-
tal health professions on this very 
issue. While I believe that in their 
zeal to root out the evil influence of 
secular psychology they throw out 
the baby with the bath water, I have 
to agree with the validity of their 
basic charge. We need to recover a 
professional moral vision which will 
enable us to confront our patients in 
love when sin masquerades as sick-
ness, and when immersion in self 
eclipses the acknowledgement of re-
sponsibility to others. 
The economic crisis 
As if all these internal difficulties 
were not enough, we are now faced 
with intensifying external pressures 
of an economic nature. Government 
and industry, the two largest sources 
of mental health care dollars, are 
beginning to apply the brakes. After 
three decades of rapidly expanding 
growth in fiscal allocations, hard 
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questions are now being raised. Is 
this patient for whom you are sub-
mitting a bill suffering from a genuine 
illness, or is he simply complaining 
of a problem in living? Is the pro-
posed treatment necessary? Has the 
treatment been shown to be effective 
in other similar cases? Are there less 
costly alternatives? 
In retrospect, it is amazing that 
these questions have not been asked 
before. During recent decades, we 
have not had to demonstrate either 
that our treatments were indicated, 
effective, or the least expensive alter-
native. All we have been required to 
show is that we provided the services 
for which we billed. Through cost-
plus methods of accounting, mental 
health practitioners and institutions 
like the Department of Defense dis-
covered that the more money they 
spent providing services, the higher 
was their reimbursement. 
This era of no-risk financing is 
over, at least for us. Decisions regard-
ing the cost of mental health care in 
the future will be much less in the 
hands of clinicians and much more 
under the control of administrators, 
businessmen, bureaucrats, and poli-
ticians. I have mixed feelings about 
these developments. On the one hand, 
it is obvious that there have been 
abuses in our present system. More-
over, costs must ultimately be con-
tained. There are other important 
personal and social goods which 
require additional resources, public 
education for example. The health 
care industry cannot legitimately con-
sume every available dollar. 
Yet, the prospects for cost con-
tainment policies in mental health 
care are particularly disturbing for 
those members of society who do 
not have political or financial clout 
or who are viewed as burdensome or 
unattractive. Commenting two years 
ago on the escalating costs for the 
health care of the elderly, Governor 
Lamm of Colorado announced that 
there comes a time when each elderly 
person has "a duty to die." Other-
wise, he argued, scarce resources 
needed for more deserving citizens 
would be used on those who no 
longer had a rightful claim to life. If 
we are not careful, cost containment 
in mental health services will occur 
at the expense of the chronically ill, 
the elderly, and the poor. 
A Christian response 
I have described for you a sober-
ing scene, that of the vast and highly 
successful mental health movement 
in this country besieged within and 
without. It is a movement which, 
while bringing great benefits, has 
also contributed to certain harmful 
trends in our society. But far f rom 
feeling discouraged, I believe that 
this is a time of tremendous oppor-
tunity. Let me propose some specific 
ways in which church-supported 
institutions such as Philhaven can 
provide leadership. 
First, continue to be completely 
forthright about your identity as a 
Christian institution. This is no time 
to hide your light under a secular, 
professional bushel. Second, continue 
to take a strong advocacy position 
for the family. While some secular 
professionals may be advocating 
open or serial marriage, or living-in 
with no marriage, stand strongly for 
Evangelical Visitor 
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the home as our greatest social re-
source for the mental health of our 
citizens. Third, undergird parents. 
Parents desperately need the affir-
mation and support of those of us in 
the mental health professions. We 
need to do everything possible to 
restore the confidence of our fathers 
and mothers in their parenting capa-
bilities. Fourth, offer a clear alterna-
tive to the excessive focus on the self 
in counseling. Next, be modest in 
your claims. We cannot make every-
one happy. The mental health pro-
fessions cannot protect us from the 
tragedies of living. We must be 
quicker to advise our patients about 
what we can and cannot do. More 
often than not, our greatest service 
will be that of keeping company with 
them through their suffering rather 
than curing them of their pain. 
Finally, the matter of money. 
Mental health professionals face 
some hard choices. What will we do 
when growing numbers do not have 
adequate insurance or personal fi-
nancial resources to pay for our ser-
vices? We can reexamine our treat-
ment protocols, streamline opera-
tions, and lobby for adequate fund-
ing. But what about the problem 
remaining after we have done all of 
the above? I suggest that we need to 
rediscover the historic medical and 
Christian virtue of charity. 
In the historical ethos of medi-
cine, it is acknowledged that physi-
cians are indebted to others because 
of the privilege we have been ac-
corded in receiving special training 
and the benefits which accrue to us 
because of our privileged status. 
Even more so in Christian ethics is 
our responsibility to be of service to 
others. Especially for those of us in 
the Anabaptist tradition, the image 
of "Christ the servant" requires that 
we not follow, but lead in modeling 
professional servanthood. 
The value of 
mental health care 
The Brethren in Christ have a 
long and valuable tradition of 
holding what is worldly up to 
scrutiny in light of our under-
standing of Scripture. In the ac-
companying article you will read 
a modest attempt to advance this 
tradition with regard to the men-
tal health movement. The result is 
a fairly strong critique. 
Criticism need not imply rejec-
tion, however. As one who has 
devoted his professional life to the 
practice of psychiatry and the 
training of future psychiatrists, I 
do not wish to suggest that Chris-
tians ought not utilize mental 
health services. No, I believe that 
availing ourselves of professional 
care can have invaluable benefits, 
even when provided by nobeliev-
ing therapists. As in all of life, 
however, we need discernment. In 
that spirit let me offer the follow-
ing observations: 
1. Mental illnesses are real, oc-
cur frequently, can be severe, and 
cause patients as well as their fam-
ilies untold suffering. 
2. We live in a high perfor-
mance, high stress society—an 
environment that can contribute 
to feelings of inadequacy, low 
self-esteem, anxiety, depression, 
alcohol and drug abuse, and many 
other problems. 
3. The family unit is under 
great pressure, both from within 
and without, leading to an epi-
demic of marital and parent-child 
difficulties. 
4. Professional counseling and 
psychiatric treatment can be of 
great help in dealing with the 
problems listed above. 
5. There is a risk in over-
spiritualizing mental and emotion-
al difficulties, insisting that more 
prayer or Bible study is all that is 
necessary to solve these problems. 
6. Although those who see all 
psychological problems in spirit-
ual terms may be sincere in their 
beliefs, there are cases in which 
such a position is taken because of 
false pride (e.g. "there is nothing 
wrong with me for which I might 
need a counselor"). 
7. Conversely, some secular 
therapists inappropriately deny the 
importance of spiritual things or 
treat faith as an incidental rather 
than a central part of life. 
8. The specific religious beliefs 
of therapists are more important 
in some cases than others. But 
you should always expect profes-
sional therapists to demonstrate 
integrity, honesty, and compe-
tence. 
9. It is perfectly appropriate to 
ask a prospective therapist about 
his or her religious and moral 
views, and to share one's own 
before committing oneself to treat-
ment. 
10. The Bible does not offer us 
the promise of a stress-free life. 
Therefore, the purpose of coun-
seling for Christians is not to help 
us escape from problems or re-
sponsibilities, but rather to func-
tion better and cope more effec-
tively so that we can serve others 
and experience the joy of which 
the Bible speaks. —Roger C. Sider 
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A Winning 
Combination 
Few things stand alone. Products, 
recipes, even something as basic as 
the family—they all result f rom 
"combinations." It is always reward-
ing to work with a winning combina-
tion. That is exactly the situation 
with the Brethren in Christ Church 
in its seminary aid program. There 
are at least four special ingredients 
involved: 
Planners: In 1964, General Con-
ference approved a plan for helping 
seminary students with the financial 
by Glenn Ginder 
burden of their preparation for pas-
toral ministry. The Board for Minis-
try and Doctrine is the agency re-
sponsible to carry out the church's 
vision. Students apply for assistance 
and when approved, receive a total 
of $3,600 spread over three to six 
years (Master of Divinity degree). 
Students: Meet 23 students in the 
U.S. and Canada who are attending 
seminary right now and receiving 
financial assitance. (In addition, the 
Canadian Conference provides as-
sistance for Bible College students in 
Canada. Also, there are seminary 
students who are carrying minimal 
course loads or who did not apply 
for aid.) Thank God for these dedi-
cated people who will soon serve the 
church in various pastoral ministries. 
Investors: Concerned families 
have chosen to invest in the training 
of ministers. They have contributed 
anywhere from $1,000 to $50,000 to 
a Jacob Engle Foundation endow-
ment Fund presently totaling almost 
$200,000. Some are memorial funds 
recognizing ministers of the past. 
You: Each year a part of the 
Cooperative Ministries budget makes 
possible the church's commitment to 
help with the training of pastors. The 
offering you give on Sunday is part 
of this winning combination. Even 
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your influence. It is not uncommon 
to have ministers reflect the fact that 
their call to the ministry was influ-
enced by respected fellow Christians. 
When you see a young person whom 
God has gifted and you sense the 
development of a high level of Chris-
tian commitment, let them know 
what you see. It would be an inspired 
"nudge" in the direction of the 
ministry. 
S tudents needing in format ion 
about seminary aid, as well as per-
sons having questions or wanting to 
help with endowments, should con-
tact Glenn Ginder, executive direc-
tor for the Board for Ministry and 
Doctrine at the Wichita office, P.O. 
Box 9587, Wichita, KS 67277. • 
Testimonials 
"I am learning that the Lord is 
more interested in faithfulness 
than academic performance. Ex-
cellence is something to strive 
for, but excellence should involve 
all of life and not merely aca-
demics." —John Long 
"1 thank God for the oppor-
tunity to expand my understand-
ing of the Christian faith and the 
pas tora l ministry." —Edwin 
Kessler 
"It has been an exciting year. 
Through my class assignments 1 
began to better understand my 
vision for the city—the needs 
and opportunities that ministry 
in the city will encoun te r . " 
—James Baez 
"This past year God has used 
some personal experiences here 
at the seminary to both strength-
en and refine me. My faith in 
God has been d e e p e n e d . " 
—Deborah Noble 
"Seminary education has great-
ly strengthened my commitment 
for God's work and also im-
proved my skills to equip saints 
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od at work in our world 
Destination Bangkok, 
Thailand 
John and Kathy Brubaker— Thailand 
We had a very profitable time at 
Fuller School of World Mission. The 
experience and training there should 
help us to avoid many mistakes we 
could make. We left California on June 
14 and had a very special time visiting 
with many of our friends. It was good to 
be back home in Pennsylvania. 
We left July 16 for Link Care, Fresno, 
Calif. Link Care is a cross-cultural ori-
tentation program that specializes in the 
type of problems faced by missionaries. 
It was a little hard saying goodbye to 
Pennsylvania, yet we are confident that 
God is leading us step by step. A sense of 
peace travels with us. 
August 6 we finished at Link Care. 
After a few days visiting friends in Pas-
adena, we departed for Bangkok, August 
11. We plan to study Thai for the first six 
months. Within that time we will need to 
find a job. One lead has developed to 
date. Please pray for the initial adjust-
ments. We started school four days after 
we arrived. 
Chosen by God 
Jay Smith—Senegal 
Our language teacher, Mbupp, is 
knowledgeable in the Scriptures, even 
quoting directly from them to make 
points in class. Yet he is a Muslim, 
though not a staunch one. We would 
love to see him come to the Lord, as he is 
well respected in this town, and it would 
be great to have him as a brother. He is 
typical of many of the fellows with 
whom we are coming in contact here. 
We would appreciate prayer as we try to 
intercept him. He's more than just a 
teacher for us, but a real friend, one who 
confides quite a bit in us. 
Another fellow, who has seen all four 
segments of the Jesus of Nazareth film 
with us, and who asks a lot of questions 
(at first quite defensive, but now even 
able to criticize the Islamic system as he 
sees it) is Yama, a precocious 16-year-
old. He comes over once a week, and we 
go into all kinds of discussions, whether 
it be politics, economics, or religion. He 
is sedate, cool-headed, and slow to 
answer. Yet when he does, it is well 
thought out. He is quite an anomaly for 
Bangkok Team Member 
Shirley Johnson— Thailand 
What can I tell you about myself? I 
am from Moose Lake, Minn, (near 
Lake Woebegone). After my training at 
William Carey International University 
in California, I came to the missions 
office at Mount Joy, Pa., where I have 
learned a lot about the behind-the-
scenes operations. At the nearby Cross 
Roads Brethren in Christ Church, the 
fellowship and support have been 
tremendous. 
As I write this, it is 10 days until I 
leave for Thailand (August 25). Excit-
ing, yesl As you read this, I am in lan-
guage study in Bangkok and also am 
looking for a TESOL (Teaching English 
to Speakers of Other Languages) job. It 
is through my work and other daily con-
tacts that I will partake in sharing the 
gospel. You can also partake in it! I 
know that God's work in Thailand 
depends on his faithful prayer partners. 
It is exciting to know that our team 
(John, Kathy, Allen Brubaker, and I) 
and you are in this together! 
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Senegal, and a pleasant surprise for us. 
But he is hampered by the system here, 
which dictates a person's lifestyle, and so 
their choices in life. This strangle-hold 
needs to be broken, and we know the 
Holy Spirit can do this. 
The Baptists who have been here for 
20 years say each of their converts has 
taken three years of constant relation-
ships before they make any commit-
ment to Christ. We can't wait that long. 
We need your help. We are making the 
face-on contacts, but you are better able 
to win the victories through prayer. 
Yama came and sought us out. What 
brought him, and what continues to 
hold him, but the prayers that went on 
ahead? We know the Lord is bringing 
into our lives those whom he has chosen. 
So do lift up Yama and Mbupp. Pray 
that the Lord will erase this false sense of 
security which Islam impinges upon 
them, and bring them to the reality of 
Jesus on the cross and all that stands for. 
Pray they will believe in Jesus as Savior 
and Lord, instead of merely one of the 
many prophets (their standard reply). 
continued an page 15 
by Jim Artz 
"Jamie and Robbie, guess what! 
We're going to have two guys stay 
with us for a few days." . 
"What are their names?" 
"Charles and Alfredo." 
"Will they come today?' 
"No, they will come next week on 
Wednesday and stay until Sunday." 
"How old are they?" 
"I'm not sure. I imagine they're 
about 20." 
"Will they play with us?" 
That's the start of a conversation 
my wife, Debbie, and I had with our 
five- and three-year-old sons last 
November. We were privileged to be 
one of the Brethren in Christ families 
who hosted international students in 
the Lancaster, Pa., area during the 
1986 Thanksgiving vacation. 
Ministry to international students 
is a new ministry of the Brethren in 
Christ Church. While some individ-
uals within the church have minis-
tered to international students for 
numbers of years, the church offi-
cially recognized this ministry only 
one year ago at General Conference. 
Since then nine international stu-
dents have been hosted by Brethren 
in Christ families through the mis-
sions office in Mount Joy. 
International students have one 
obvious difference f rom most stu-
dents: they are farther f rom home. 
While most North American stu-
dents go home over vacation times, 
international students cannot. This 
need for a place to stay while dormi-
tories are closed has opened the way 
for many people to share their homes 
with internationals at such times. 
Jim Artz is the associate pastor at the 
Refton Brethren in Christ Church in Lancas-
ter County, Pa. 
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Charles and Alfredo show Jamie and 
Robbie where the luggage goes for their 
trip back to Millersville University. 
Along with hosting international 
students, I have served as a contact 
person with area colleges on behalf 
of the missions office. In August 
1986 I contacted the foreign student 
advisors at two colleges in the Lan-
caster area to express our de-
nominational interest in hosting inter-
national students during school 
breaks. Both advisors responded 
favorably. As a result, six area Breth-
ren in Christ families hosted eight 
international students at Thanksgiv-
ing, and one family hosted a student 
during spring break in March. There 
is a good possibility that we will have 
the opportunity to host incoming 
students before dorms open for the 
school year. 
Hosting two students last Thanks-
giving was a new experience for our 
family. Kheng (Charles) Ooi, from 
Singapore, and Alfredo Marchese, 
f rom Peru, were our guests. Learn-
ing their names and nationalities 
before they arrived gave Debbie and 
me opportunity to talk about them 
and practice saying their names with 
our sons. Jamie and Robbie are 
of ten shy, par t icu la r ly a round 
strangers. It took them about 30 
seconds, however, to become "good 
buddies" with Charles and Alfredo. 
Home-cooked meals seemed to be 
a welcome treat to our guests. Talk-
ing about their families helped in 
building our friendship. Did you 
ever think that an international stu-
dent might be homesick? Some must 
leave not only parents and siblings, 
but spouses and children as well. 
Much of our four days together 
was spent in mutually asking ques-
tions on a variety of subjects. We 
didn't always have clear answers for 
our guests, but we learned a great 
deal from them. Jamie and Robbie 
had their own questions to ask, and 
they were more than eager to involve 
Charles and Alfredo in their play 
activities. 
Entertaining was not all that took 
place. Charles and Alfredo enjoyed 
walking in our neighborhood. They 
also helped us paint our dining room 
and hallway ceilings. They did have 
schoolwork to do, and Debbie and I 
did our usual chores and work, 
including my spending Friday at the 
church. 
Other highlights included Thanks-
giving Day at our home with several 
other family members, a Saturday 
afternoon tour of the area with other 
in te rna t iona l s tudents , Sunday 
morning at church and Sunday 
school, and the opportunity for 
Jamie and Robbie to see Charles 
and Alfredo's rooms when we re-
turned them to their school dormi-
tory. 
In March we hosted Tamba Pewa, 
from Sierra Leone. It was another 
good experience for us. It is special 
that he has continued to worship 
with the Refton congregation since 
then, so we get to see him every 
week. 
If I were studying in a foreign 
country, I can't imagine I'd be very 
open to people who were confront-
ing me with their philosophies or 
religions. I do imagine that I'd be 
open to people who sincerely offered 
and showed me their friendship. I 
even imagine I'd be open to learn 
about their religion, because they 
were friendly toward me. If interna-
tional students in North America are 
to be open to learning about Jesus 
Christ, they must see his witnesses as 
their friends. 
A good way to begin being a 
friend is to serve as a host for an 
international student during one of 
their school breaks. The missions 
office can link you with a student 
and also provide you with practical 
hints and suggestions for hosting. If 
you'd like to do more than that, con-
sider the need for people to make the 
contacts with area colleges on behalf 
of the missions office. You may be 
surprised at the number of interna-
tional students attending even small, 
out-of-the-way schools. 
I've never been farther west than 
Pittsburgh, Pa., nor farther east than 
the New Jersey shore. Yet, God may 
be carving out a place for me and my 
family in the evangelization of the 
world through our small part in min-
istry to international students. 
If you would like more informa-
tion about hosting international 
students, contact the Mount Joy 
missions office at P.O. Box 390, 
Mount Joy, PA 17552. Phone: (717) 
653-8067. 
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Brethren in Christ World Missions 
N ow what? 
. by Donald R. Zook 
The Brethren in Christ have exer-
cised faith in missions, and God has 
blessed our efforts and prayers. God 
has established communities of be-
lievers and people are responding to 
the gospel in numbers never before 
matched in history. Listed below are 
church memberships reported by 
our leaders in overseas churches. 
God in indeed at work. But at the 
same time there is much to be done. 
We cannot rest on past or present 
achievements. The task of reaching 
to the entire world with the Good 
News is enormous. It is generally 
accepted that 2.4 billion persons can 
only be reached by persons involved 
in a cross-cultural minis try—no 
church exists in their cultural setting. 
This becomes unsettling when we 
realize that only 4 percent of North 
American dollars spent in Christian 
ministry go outside North America. 
Only 13 percent of the world's mis-
sion force is devoting its work time 
to pioneer church planting among 
unreached peoples. 
Much of our missionary activity is 
involved in the very necessary task of 
he lp ing to s t r eng then ex is t ing 
churches. But we also need to con-
tinue to reach out into new areas, as 
we are doing in Caracas, Bogota, 
London, Bangkok, and Malawi. The 
need for North American missionar-
ies is not reduced, but is recognized 
as being as great as ever before. We 
can reach the "hidden peoples" of 
this world if the resources (human 
and material) of the church are given 
to the task. 
We have recognized the necessity 
of Brethren in Christ World Mis-
sions moving into new areas of min-
istry where there are no established 
churches. The Brethren in Christ 
Churches in Zimbabwe, Zambia, 
India, and Japan have also responded 
to this need with outreach into new 
areas. 
I sense an expanding vision for 
outreach throughout our denomina-
tion. This takes several forms. It 
includes evangelism by congregations 
in their communi t i e s , p lan t ing 
churches in communities with sim-
Brethren in Christ— -Overseas Membership 
1980 1983 1986 
Cuba — 50 46 
India & Nepal 1,264 1,616 1,856 
Japan 158 173 122 
London — — 15 
Malawi - — 200 
Nicaragua 522 1,182 1,847 
Venezuela — — 26 
Zambia 2,867 3,655 4,837 
Zimbabwe 3.424 5,184 9.255 
8,235 11,860 18,204 
ilar or distant cultures but within the 
same country, and missionary evan-
gelism and church planting in other 
countries. The first two kinds of 
evangel i sm/church plant ing can 
usually be done more effectively by a 
national of that country, though not 
always in the culturally distant (mis-
sionary) situations within a country. 
Being closer culturally and linguistic-
ally to those being ministered to is 
usually a plus factor in having the 
gospel message accepted easily. It is 
also more the responsibility of the 
church in that culture to minister 
there than for someone f rom the 
outside to come in and do so. Politi-
cal factors must also be considered 
in some settings. 
Because of these factors to be con-
sidered in missionary activities, it 
seems wise at this time to encourage 
each national church in the Interna-
tional Brethren in Christ Fellowship 
to begin work on the formation of a 
board for world missions. With the 
great need for the gospel and the 
openness so many people have to 
accept it, we need at this time to push 
ahead as much as we can in reaching 
out to them. This kind of structure 
within each nation will enable this to 
happen as effectively as possible. 
One of the results of each national 
Brethren in Christ Church having its 
own missions board may be that the 
North American church will no 
longer be the dominant factor in 
missions decision-making. Any re-
maining vestiges of paternal ism 
(colonialism) in our relationship 
should be eliminated. As God gives 
vision, each church will take respon-
sibility for the missions outreach of 
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5 od aP work in our world its members. More will be accom-plished as each national church ac-cepts responsibility for sharing in the 
task of world evangelism. 
This does not mean that the North 
American church will decrease its 
missions outreach. Missionaries will 
still be sent out. Support will still be 
needed. Coordination of outreach 
ministries among the various national 
mission boards will be encouraged, 
along with development of policies 
that would allow sharing of person-
nel between the various boards and 
places of ministry. Team ministries 
may emerge as part of the overall 
ministry programs of the missions 
boards. Now is the time to step out 
in faith, believing that our Lord will 
lead and provide as we cooperate in 
the work of his church. 
Along with greater outreach that 
will result from more independent 
mission boards sending missionar-
ies, there will undoubtedly be an 
increase among church members in 
support for, interest in, and involve-
ment in outreach evangelism and 
church planting. This kind of growth 
among members will be an asset to 
further growth spiritually as well as 
numerically. The challenge of mis-
sions work, along with reports of 
God's working among people, can 
be a real encouragement to spiritual 
renewal and growth. Enthusiasm is 
contagious, and when good reports 
come to the home churches of God's 
working through missionaries, the 
home church can become stronger 
and more alive, too. The encour-
agement and enthusiasm that is gen-
erated by outreach ministries and 
missions can be shared throughout 
the brotherhood as new ministries 
are begun and established ministries 
continue to grow. 
The Lord has helped the Brethren 
in Christ to come a long way. But 
there is still additional territory to be 
occupied. May the Lord keep us 
faithful until Jesus comes. • 
Donald R. Zook is the executive director 
of Brethren in Christ World Missions. 
Latin America music 
ministry team 
Carolyn B. Rotz—Assistant to the 
0\'erseas Secretary 
Although visas did not come through 
for this Canadian team to minister in 
Cuba, they did minister in Nicaragua, 
Colombia, and Venezuela. They returned 
home weary, but exuberant about their 
ministry and experiences in Latin Amer-
ica. Some comments gleaned from their 
written reports follow: 
From team members: 
". . . in Venezuela we were directly 
used to bring new members into the 
Christian church and to solidify certain 
'irregular attenders.' " 
"It is very exciting to feel the enthusi-
asm of the missionaries and to see the 
growth of the churches in Venezuela. 
Also, as a group, to be part of certain 
individuals' decisions to follow Christ 
was encouraging. Singing at the first 
joint service of the four Brethren in 
Christ churches was also very meaning-
ful." 
From Aaron and Betty King—ministry/ 
tour resource persons: 
"We were impressed with the spiritual 
dedication of the group, their motiva-
tion, their musical gifts, and their open 
communication. Their overall grasp of 
Spanish after four weeks of study in 
Guatemala was amazing, as was con-
firmed by the Hispanos." 
From Enrique Palacios, Executive 
Minister, Nicaragua: 
" . . . it has been a blessing that 
these brethren (the music team) have 
arrived to minister among us in music. 
That is helping us to consolidate the 
church, and all have been surprised that 
a group of young people sing so well and 
have dedicated their lives to the Lord. 
And so we give thanks to God for the 
musical group, 'New Life,' since all the 
brethren have been happy with the pres-
entation of the message of the Lord 
through music and their testimonies." 
All indications seem to confirm that 
this venture was well worth the invest-
ment of time, energy, and expense. To 
God be the glory! Great things he has 
done! 
"Oh, Hezekiah" 
Rev. Elias Moyo—London 
As we thought of moving to Brent 
from Forest Gate, we were not sure how 
we would fit in. The Lord has made it 
possible for us to meet local church 
leaders, other Christians, community 
and social workers, and two medical 
doctors, one of whom is now our family 
dentist. The first day I went for treat-
ment, the dentist had these questions to 
ask me: 
Dentist: "Moyo, do you know your 
Bible very well?' 
Moyo: "To a certain extent, I think I 
do." 
Dentist: "Who was Hezekiah?" 
Moyo: "Hezekiah is the man who 
became sick unto death, and the prophet 
Isaiah came to him with a message from 
the Lord instructing him to set his house 
in order, for he was going to die. After 
the news, Hezekiah prayed and wept 
before the Lord. The Lord heard his 
prayer and sent Isaiah to tell Hezekiah 
that the Lord heard his prayer for health 
and was giving him 15 more years to 
live." 
Dentist: "Mr. Moyo, I asked about 
the man Hezekiah because yesterday a 
friend of mine and I were playing golf 
and we were terribly defeated. Each time 
our opponents made a score, my col-
league shouted, 'Oh, Hezekiah, what 
wrong have I done that we should 
deserve this?' I did not ask him why he 
mentioned Hezekiah as I did not want 
to expose my ignorance of the Scrip-
tures." 
Moyo: "Hezekiah prayed to God for 
help. I am sure your colleague meant to 
do that, or thought Hezekiah should be 
the mediator. In fact, Jesus is our 
mediator." 
Dentist: "Thank you, Mr. Moyo, for 
a clear-cut reply. I will look to you for 
such help in the future. And let me treat 
you now since it is almost time for the 
next patient to come in. If you feel any 
pain as I treat your teeth, just say to me, 
'Hezekiah, I don't deserve that.' " 
After the treatment, I gave the dentist 
and his staff copies of the tract, "New 
Steps to Life." • 





There are many different strate-
gies to choose f rom when reaching 
the world for Christ. One-on-one 
evangelism, church planting, "tent-
making," and social ministries are 
just a few. The Brethren in Christ at 
Macha Hospital have the unique 
privilege of meeting people's phys-
ical as well as spiritual needs as they 
minister to the health of Zambians. 
M a c h a is a 208-bed hospi ta l 
located 43 miles by dirt road f rom 
the nearest town of Choma in the 
southern province of Zambia. The 
population served is rural; people 
live mostly in small homesteads con-
sisting primarily of one extended 
family. Most are subsistence farmers. 
Maize is the main crop, supplemented 
with groundnuts, sweet potatoes, 
sunflowers, and cotton. The rural 
dirt roads are poorly maintained, 
buses no longer come to Macha, and 
the only phone link is an unreliable 
party line to Choma; therefore, com-
munications are poor. The imme-
diate catchment area of the hospital 
has an est imated popula t ion of 
John Spurrier and his family recently 
completed 12 years of service at Macha, 
where John served as medical officer-in-
charge. 
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15,000. The area covered by the out-
lying rural health centers, supervised 
by the hospital, has an estimated 
population of 40,000. In addition, 
patients are regularly referred from 
the government hospital at Nam-
wala, 77 miles away, since there is no 
doctor there. The hospital has asso-
ciated with it a training school for 
Zambia Enrolled Nurses (compara-
ble to LPN). 
The hospital is supported by the 
government of the Republic of 
Zambia, Brethren in Christ World 
Missions, and various donor agen-
cies. The Zambian government pays 
all Zambian staff, gives a grant for 
operating costs, and provides grants 
for approved expatriate staff. Breth-
ren in Christ World Missions recruits 
provides additional living and reset-
tlement allowances for senior mis-
sionary staff and participates in spe-
cial projects such as providing 
hospital gowns for patients and the 
purchase of a used x-ray machine. 
The Board for Brotherhood Con-
cerns helps to support the feeding 
and follow-up of malnourished chil-
dren. Support is received f rom other 
organizations for the eye work and 
for various capital projects. 
by John Spurrier 
Right—The author (left) perform-
ing an opera ton at Macha 
Hospital. 




The frequently inadequate number 
of staff members causes problems in 
scheduling and in providing quality 
care. On the other hand, the quality 
and commitment of the staff, Zam-
bian and expatriate, is the hospital's 
biggest asset. Efforts continue to 
recruit Christian Zambians for all 
facets of the hospital work. The hos-
pital administrator, Mr. Mukuwa 
Kalambo, whose training at Mes-
siah College and in Ireland was sup-
ported by Brethren in Christ World 
Missions, is doing an excellent job. 
Another Zambian, Joseph Sikalima, 
is currently training for the position 
of building and maintenance super-
visor. For the first time, the number 
of Zambian Registered Nurses in the 
hospital (five) exceeds the number of 
expatriates (four). Most leave after a 
few years for further training or 
marriage, making the hospital still 
dependent on expatriate nurses for 
teaching and senior nursing posi-
tions. Committed Christian person-
nel in the laboratory, pharmacy, and 
outpatient department provide qual-
ity medical care and are also active in 
the church and the community. There 
are good prospects for having a 
Christian Zambian doctor and a 
nursing tutor join the staff in 1987. 
In 1986, 9,351 inpatients and 
88,189 outpatients were cared for at 
Macha Hospital and the health cen-
ters it administers at Sikalongo, 
Chikanta, Muchila, and Siabunku-
lulu. In addition, 1,075 deliveries 
and 2,778 operations were done at 
the hospital and 35,000 prescriptions 
were filled by the pharmacy depart-
ment. 
In addition to treating patients 
who are ill, the Macha's staff over-
sees a variety of health programs. 
Patients can receive eye glasses and 
undergo eye surgery as needed at the 
eye department. The immunization 
program focuses on children under 
five years of age and has significantly 
reduced the number of admissions 
for communicable childhood dis-
eases. Health education and family 
planning are also areas of emphasis. 
Health talks and cooking demon-
strations are given regularly in the 
pediatric and tuberculosis wards. 
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There is also a feeding program for 
malnourished children while in the 
hospital and a follow-up program 
after they are discharged. In recent 
years the hospital has become active 
in helping communities choose per-
sons for training as Community 
Health Workers and then supervis-
ing their work after they are trained. 
Along with the hospital and asso-
ciated health care programs, Macha 
is home for a two-year training pro-
gram for Zambia Enrolled Nurses. 
The government provides funding 
for the 45 students at the nursing 
school. Students gain experience in 
the classroom, in hospital wards, at 
rural health centers, and in health 
education ministries. In 1986, 27 of 
the 28 nursing graduates passed the 
General Council Nursing Exam. 
The staff at Macha has found that 
ministering to a person's physical 
needs provides opportunity to talk 
about spiritual needs. This evangeli-
cal aspect continues to be an impor-
tant part of the work at Macha. 
Morning prayers as well as a morn-
ing and afternoon service are held 
daily. Each patient is contacted per-
sonally by the hospital pastor. Pas-
tor Dick Mbewe's concern for 
patients and staff has been appre-
ciated by many. He has found an 
openness on the part of patients to 
discuss spiritual matters, resulting in 
many making decisions to follow 
Christ. Families of patients, coming 
many miles to be near their loved 
ones, set up their "camp" behind the 
hospital. They, too, have the oppor-
tunity to hear the good news. 
For most of the staff, evangelistic 
work is integrated into their lives 
both on and off the job. Many are 
involved in the Nurses Christian Fel-
lowship at the nursing school, var-
ious Bible studies, or ministries which 
support the local church. 
Working as unto the Lord (Col. 
3:23) has long enhanced the quality 
of care given at Macha Hospital. 
For many of the staff, the motiva-
tion for working here is largely spir-
itual, and most consider the work of 
the hospital an expression of God's 
love to the community. • 
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November MEDA convention 
to focus on "Business as Mission" 
"Business as Mission" is the theme of 
the 1987 convention of Mennonite Eco-
nomic Development Associates, to be 
held Nov. 5-8 in Charlottesville, Va. 
Convention 87 will attempt to show 
how life in the marketplace can be a part 
of God's work in the world, says Neil 
Janzen, MEDA's president. It will ex-
plore ways of doing business as mission— 
a mission "to honor God in the world of 
work and economics; a mission to love, 
service, preach and heal . . . to correct 
inequities and seek economic justice . . . 
to make all things new." 
Major input will be provided by Don 
Jacobs, executive director of the Men-
nonite Christian Leadership Founda-
tion, Landisville, Pa.; Art DeFehr, pres-
ident of Palliser Furniture Ltd., Winni-
peg, Man.; Calvin Redekop, professor 
of sociology and business, Conrad 
Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.; and 
Edgar Stoesz, president of Mennonite 
Indemnity and former Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee secretary for Europe. 
Workshops will explore practical ways 
of doing business as mission. Topics 
include: what's new in tentmaking min-
istries; sharing your faith in the market-
place; Investing in Kingdom activities; 
helping those with business problems; 
the role of business in global peace; 
using power on behalf of the powerless; 
the mission of job creation. 
Five one-day seminars, held prior to 
the convention, will address business 
and the family; helping the troubled 
employee; passing on the assets and the 
vision; when mission and values con-
flict; and a new vision for early retire-
ment. 
The convention is open to the general 
public, including businesspersons, man-
agers, employees, pastors and church 
leaders. 
MEDA is an association of 1,600 
Mennonites and Brethren in Christ who 
want to apply Christian faith to the 
world of work. More information about 
the convention can be obtained by con-
tacting MEDA at 402-280 Smith St., 
Winnipeg, MB R3C 1K2. Or phone 
(204) 944-1995. • 
Canadian Conference 
Vignettes from the Past 
Brotherhood 
in action 
compiled by Doris Cober 
. . . the brethren put their Bible-
basedfaith to work in their every-
day lives, in finances and other 
ways . . . 
Bishop Bert Sherk (of the Bertie con-
gregation) told how the brethren put 
great emphasis on the value of their 
word. When money was loaned, a 
promise to repay was sufficient. Their 
word was their bond. As time went on, 
and notes were in general use, the 
brethren heard of this practice and 
decided it might be good to be more 
businesslike in their financial dealings. 
So when a brother borrowed money 
from another, they decided to write out 
a promissory note. After it was signed, 
they didn't know what to do with it. 
Which one should keep the note? They 
finally agreed that the person who bor-
rowed the money should hold the note 
so he would know when to repay it.1 
At a Bertie Lovefeast in 1941 or '42, 
Bishop Sherk was leading the testimony 
service on Saturday afternoon. Webb 
First in a series of articles relating to the 
1988 bicentennial celebration of the Brethren 
in Christ in Canada. 
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Burtch, of the Wainfleet congregation 
was giving his testimony from the men's 
wing of the church. Webb told that in his 
sinful days he had driven his horses and 
wagon into the church shed to escape a 
rainstorm. While there he saw some 
slats which he took to make a calf rack. 
After his conversion he had confessed 
the deed, but said that today he remem-
bered that he had never made restitu-
tion. In a dramatic manner he walked 
toward the pulpit while saying, "I think 
that they would have been worth about 
two dollars." Irrepressible Bert Sherk 
stepped from the platform, met him and 
took the money with the words, "The 
Lord always meets the sinner half way."2 
Lest we think that the Brethren in 
Christ in its earlier days was rather Uto-
pian, the following incident presents 
some evidence to the contrary. One 
church building had a cemetery on both 
sides of it, with part of the burial ground 
actually being older than the sanctuary 
itself. The cemetery had been unbeliev-
ably neglected, with trees, vines, and all 
kinds of shrubs making it look disgrace-
ful. At a congregational council in June 
1926, two brethren—whose concern for 
the state of the cemetery had reached an 
almost explosive point—broke into the 
proceedings to ask about having the 
grounds cleaned up. Their excitement 
overrode any questions about the cost of 
such a cleanup, and a resolution was 
passed urging the trustees to begin the 
project immediately. Later, the congre-
gation was jolted when they discovered 
that the trustees had been dead for 
years, with no successors having been 
appointed. Another council was called 
to appoint three trustees. These men 
took their task seriously, and the result 
was a beautifully-kept burial place.3 
While the brethren held strong beliefs 
and convictions, it is refreshing to hear 
of occasions such as this, where a spirit 
of brotherhood and openness was dis-
played, leavened with humor: 
During both world wars, the peace 
churches of North America had their 
faith tried concerning their doctrine of 
nonresistance. To maintain a united 
witness, Mennonites, Brethren in Christ, 
and Quakers met together regularly, 
forming an organization later known as 
the Historic Peace Churches. Some of 
the more conservative elements were 
rather reluctant to cooperate, but even-
tually supported the conferences. At one 
of the meetings, those attending were 
amazed almost into shock when one of 
the ultra-conservative men arose and 
said, "I am very pleased to attend these 
meetings. I enjoy them and I am so 
impressed with the harmony and spirit 
of unity that exists among us that I wish 
someone would write a book emphasiz-
ing the things we all agree on followed 
by an appendix stating the things we do 
not agree on. Then have an operation 
and remove the appendix." The book 
apparently was never written, but the 
spirit of religious bigotry was weakened.4 
1 Recounted by Ross Nigh 
2 Recounted by Paul Nigh 
3Recounted by E. J. Swalm 




First "graduating class" for 
ordination core courses 
The Board for Ministry and Doctrine 
is pleased to announce the first "grad-
uating class" for the four core courses 
established 3'A years ago. Perry Engle, 
Linda and Myles Gardiner and David 
Zercher finished their core course require-
ment for ordination at the Memorial 
Holiness Camp in July where Luke 
Keefer, Jr. was offering the course on 
"The Theology of Salvation." 
For many years the Board for Minis-
try and Doctrine and Messiah College 
provided a summer School of Ministry 
for seminary students and others. Then 
in 1984 the General Conference approved 
in principle (adopted in 1986) the require-
ment that prior to ordination, each min-
ister shall complete four core courses: 
"Brethren in Christ History," "Brethren 
in Christ Polity," "The Theology of Sal-
vation," and "The Theology of the 
Church." Eighty-five certificates of com-
pletion have been earned since the re-
quirement was established. Two of these 
courses are presently being offered each 
year at various locations and in a variety 
of formats throughout the U.S. and 
Canada. Although others are being pre-
pared as correspondence courses, only 
one, "The Theology of the Church," is 
presently available in this format. 
Dates and locations for course offer-
ings in 1988 and 1989 are as follows: 
Brethren in Christ History, (E. Mor-
ris Sider) March 14-19, 1988, Ontario, 
Canada 
The Theology of the Church (Martin 
H. Schrag) June 24-July 1, 1988, Azusa, 
Calif. 
Brethren in Christ Polity (Don Shafer) 
March 20-25, 1989, Bloomfield, N.M. 
(tentative) 
The Theology of Salvation (Luke 
Keefer, Jr.) August 5-12, 1989, Rox-
bury. Pa. 
Interested persons should write to the 
Board for Ministry and Doctrine office 
and request the descriptive brochure 
"Toward Ordination." The address is: 
P.O. Box 9587, Wichita, KS 67277. 
Allegheny Conference 
Joyce Alleman of the Air Hill congregation, 
Chambersburg, Pa., recently won the Franklin 
County Sunday School Assoc. Talent Contest. • 
Rev. Lloyd and Cora Buckwalter planned to show 
their slides of Zimbabwe on Sept. 20 at the Antrim 
church, Chambersburg. The youth planned a 
giant yard and bake sale on Sept. 19. • The Christ 
Crusaders of the Big Valley congregation, Belle-
ville, Pa., recently purchased a dining room table 
and chairs for the parsonage. The congregation 
enjoyed tent revival meetings with Luke Keefer, 
Sr., in August. Four persons were received as 
members on Aug. 30. 
The Carlisle, Pa., congregation celebrated its 
75th anniversary on Sept. 26, 27 with a pig roast, 
presentations by archivist E. Morris Sider, a mes-
sage by Roy Peterman, a tour of previous sites, 
and an offering for the White Marsh church plant-
ing. A booklet reviewing the church history was 
written by Ray Zercher. • The Cedar Grove quiz 
team, Mifflintown, Pa., placed 4th in the Can/Am 
finals. Sherry Peachey, top overall scorer, then 
placed 16th out of approximately 90 youth at the 
world quiz meet. 
The Marshall Poe family, recently returned 
from Nicaraguan missions, shared morning and 
evening services with the Chambersburg, Pa., 
congregation on Aug. 23. Pastor A. Graybill and 
Mrs. Brubaker were on sabbatical leave to Zim-
babwe from Aug. 2 to Sept. 15. • On Aug. 30, the 
youth of the Cedar Creek congregation, Everett, 
Pa., sponsored the film, "Twice Pardoned." • The 
Cumberland Valley congregation, Dillsburg, Pa., 
recently held a mortgage burning ceremony for 
their present building and groundbreaking for 
their new sanctuary on the present parking site. 
After the outdoor tent service, the congregation 
shared supper and worshipped in song with the 
Phillips family from Canada. 
The Fairview Ave. congregation, Waynesboro, 
Pa., planned a community survey for late August 
to discover who in their area is unchurched. The 
congregation hosted the Board of Evangelism and 
Church Planting, Sept. 21-22. • In an evening 
service, Wilbur Besecker spoke from Genesis 39 
on "The Joy of Being a Coward" to the Five Forks 
congregation, Waynesboro. • In August, six young 
people of the Grantham, Pa., congregation spent a 
week working at a shelter for the homeless in 
Richmond, Va. On Aug. 2, Paul and Elaine Wen-
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Mile High Pines Camp 
Purchased by Pacific Conference 
The Pacific Conference of the Brethren 
in Christ Church has purchased full 
ownership of Mile High Pines Camp, 
Barton Flats, California. The Camp has 
been operated in joint partnership by 
the Brethren in Christ and the Wesleyan 
Church since 1965. 
The Wesleyan church offered their 
half of the partnership to the Confer-
ence after lengthy consideration of the 
role of camping and the changing church 
membership in the Los Angeles area. 
The Wesleyan District Board of Admin-
istration and the Pacific Conference 
agreed to a purchase price of $50,000.00, 
paid over a two year period. The Wes-
leyans, though no longer partners, are 
continuing to use the camp and have 
booked a junior camp for next year. 
Mile High Pines Camp was founded 
by the Pilgrim Holiness Church in 1946. 
In 1965 the camp was revitalized by the 
addition of the Brethren in Christ in a 
partnership. The Pilgrim Holiness 
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Church merged with the Wesleyan 
Church in 1967. 
Until 1986, the camp was primarily 
used on weekends and during the sum-
mer months for church-oriented groups. 
In January 1987, Mile High began host-
ing the Orange County Outdoor Educa-
tion program which uses the camp dur-
ing the winter weekdays. The camp has 
recently hired four full time staff mem-
bers as well as continuing the full time 
resident manager, Chris Carlson (Open 
Bible Community Church). Mile High 
also continues its Voluntary Service 
Unit. 
The Orange County program has 
allowed Mile High Pines to look for-
ward to future building programs that 
were out of easy financial reach. Plans 
are currently being drawn for the addi-
tion of baths to all main cabins, expan-
sion of the lodge, and further staff hous-
ing. Future improvements call for a 
Worship Center and a swimming pool. 
I 
gert reported to the Discipleship Class on their trip 
to the Soviet Union. 
Louis Cober was the missions speaker recently 
for the Green Grove congregation, Spring Mills, 
Pa. • Aug. 30 was designated "get acquainted with 
new families night" for the Hanover, Pa., congre-
gation. • On Aug. 16, the Locust Grove congrega-
tion, York, Pa., viewed the Chuck Colson film 
"Loving God" during the evening service. • A 
church growth seminar was held Sept. 12-13 at the 
Marsh Creek church, Howard, Pa. • MCC repre-
sentative and former resident of Lebanon, Robert 
Burkholder, spoke to the Martinsburg, Pa., con-
gregation on Aug. 2 on "Faithfulness in the Con-
text of Lebanon." 
Recently the Mechanicsburg, Pa., congregation 
experimented with a half hour fellowship time 
between services. The congregation had a Summer 
Sipping Surcharge project culminating in Sep-
tember. Members were asked to drop a dime into a 
pop can each time they drank something other 
than water. The cans were then offered for World 
Hunger. • Arthur Climenhaga spoke Aug. 16 on 
the power of prayer to the Messiah Village con-
gregation, Mechanicsburg. Marlin Brubaker 
played a trumpet solo. • Recent missionary speak-
ers at the Montgomery church, Mercersburg, Pa., 
were Dr. Devee Boyd (Africa) and Michael Musser 
(Indonesia). 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Z. Heisey of the Mowers-
ville congregation, near Shippensburg, Pa., cele-
Just a few weeks have passed since 
Roxbury Holiness Camp Meeting 1987 
fell into silence. The tabernacle was 
cleared of song books, offering enve-
lopes, trash, and seat cushions. The 
organ, piano, and speaker boxes, now 
silent, were carried out the door. The 
dorms, kitchen, and dining hall were 
cleaned. Sunbeam and Berean Centers 
were swept thoroughly. The thousands 
in attendance Sunday, Aug. 9, are now 
at home, back to work, and (I trust) like 
the Ethiopian eunuch, on their way 
rejoicing. 
For some, the camp meeting brought 
them into a first-time relationship to 
Christ. Others claimed an assurance of 
sanctification. Renewal was evidenced 
by many honest seekers. Healings were 
in evidence and seen before our eyes. We 
praise our wonderful Lord Jesus! 
The messages on holiness were clearly 
articulated. Drs. Eldon Fuhrman and 
Arthur Climenhaga were used of the 
Lord as co-evangelists. Dr. Robert Cole-
man lifted our sights into the victories of 
the now and then for God's holy people. 
The Gospel Tide Hour Choir was at its 
best. Rev. Bert Jones and his sisters, 
Ruth and Carol, along with the Antrim 
Singers and Jeff Steinburg furnished a 
beautiful variety of music. Don Mc-
Niven, Minister of Music, along with 
brated their 50th wedding anniversary on June 21. 
A drop-in reception was hosted at the Elizabeth-
town, Pa., church by their children, Shirley, 
Marilyn, Carol Armstrong, J. Ray, Richard L., 
James D., and Craig A. The Heiseys also have 
seven grandchildren. They served as deacon cou-
ple for 16 years for the Shenks congregation, and 
are volunteers at Messiah Village and with the 
Chapel Tide Hour Auxiliary. 
The Mt. Rock and the South Mountain con-
gregations, Shippensburg, Pa., planned a com-
bined meal and fellowship at Roxbury Camp on 
Sept. 20. • Rev. and Mrs. Robert Verno were 
installed Aug. 9 as pastoral couple of the New 
Beverly Overlin and Loine Bert served 
to give leadership and support to the 
camp music. 
Missions Day, using a quote heard by 
the director, was "one of the best." The 
Mission's Day offering was $75,830.24 
an all-time record for the camp. 
The last Sunday afternoon reminded 
the old-timers of the early days when the 
tabernacle was full with people standing 
at the windows and doors. Hundreds 
were seated on benches and lawn chairs 
listening via the public address system. 
Other hundreds of youth and children 
were in attendance at their centers. Steve 
Lehman, Dwayne Potteiger, and Mr. 
and Mrs. David Fredericks did a superb 
leadership job in these camps. Our 
children and youth were excited in the 
Lord! 
The 1988 camp meeting will be held 
August 5-14. Plan now to attend. 
Rev. John Hawbaker, the camp di-
rector, was on sabbatical from his pas-
torate at the Manor Brethren in Christ 
Church. He and his family were visiting 
in Europe during the '87 Camp Meeting. 
He sent greetings from Rome for the 
camp. He also called once from Switzer-
land to check on the camp, to assure 
prayer support, and to give greetings to 
all. —Simon A. Lehman, Jr., acting 
director. 
Guilford congregation, Chambersburg, Pa. • Six 
persons were baptized recently and four others 
received as members of the Roseglen congrega-
tion, Duncannon, Pa. • The South Mountain 
congregation enjoyed the ministry of Henry Ginder 
on Aug. 23. 
Atlantic Conference 
The youth of the Community Bible Chapel, 
Sarasota, Fla., sponsored a variety show on Aug. 
1. "Friends Sunday" was Aug. 16, with an indoor 
fried chicken picnic. • The Cross Roads congrega-
tion, Mt. Joy, Pa., enjoyed a concert Aug. 12 by 
Alice Dourte and Kazuya and Tomiko Kusano, 
professional musicians from the Brethren in Christ 
Church in Japan. The congregation has had 6:00 
a.m. "calls to prayer" on Wednesday mornings for 
conversions, spiritual awakening, effective minis-
try, and service. 
Peter Dyck, Russian emigrant and longtime 
MCC worker, spoke Aug. 9 to the Elizabethtown, 
Pa., congregation on "The Roots and Wings of 
MCC." The congregation held an outdoor service 
Aug. 16 patterned after the tent meeting of former 
years. Evangelist Preston Parthemer spoke on 
"The Experience of Salvation." • The choir of the 
Fairland congregation, Cleona, Pa., sang the can-
tata "Love and Kindness" as part of the Conewago 
Church of the Brethren's 85th anniversary celebra-
tion on Sept. 27. 
Eight persons were baptized recently into mem-
bership of the Fellowship Chapel, Bronx, N.Y. 
The offering of $350 from VBS in late summer 
went to missions in Colombia. Attendance was 
119. • A commissioning service for the Robert 
Stromans was held Aug. 30 at the Free Grace 
church, Millersburg, Pa. They are to spend four 
months at Macha Hospital, Zambia, in voluntary 
service. • Guest speakers in August for the Holden 
Park congregation, Orlando, Fla., were B. A. 
Prabhakr, director of Asia for Christ, India; 
David Carlson, Trans World Radio; and Vernon 
Rainwater, Central Florida Youth for Christ. 
The Hummelstown, Pa., congregation enjoyed 
a Sunday school picnic on Aug. 23. • The Lancas-
ter, Pa., congregation viewed the film "Angel of 
Sardis," Aug. 23. • A love offering was taken in 
August for Glenn and Beth Frey of the Manor 
congregation, Mountville, Pa., who are leaving to 
be hosts for missionaries and Christian workers at 
the Youngways Guest House, Bulawayo, Zim-
babwe. • On Aug. 2, Bishop Byers brought the 
morning message and conducted the installation 
service for Rev. and Mrs. Harold Bowers at the 
Mastersonville church, Manheim, Pa. A food 
shower was given for the Bowers. 
The Mt. Pleasant congregation, Mt. Joy, Pa., 
planned special services with Arthur Climenhaga, 
Oct. 4-6. • Ken Letner spoke to the Palmyra, Pa., 
congregation on Sept. 13 to culminate Friends 
Day. Image Quest, a program designed to help 
persons learn to know and like themselves, and to 
help them express that in Christ's body, was set for 
15 sessions, Sept. 3-Dec. 17. • On Aug. 16, Eber 
and Ruth Dourte presented information to the 
Pequea congregation, Lancaster, Pa., about the 
Board for Brotherhood Concerns. A Sunday 
school teacher training seminar was planned for 
Sept. 2. 
On Sunday evening, Aug. 30, the Refton, Pa., 
congregation hosted a picnic and program for the 
community at the fire company pavilion as a way 
to build bridges with their neighbors. Dale Shaw 
spoke on Sept. 20. • On Aug. 23, Arthur Climen-
haga spoke on prayer and his experience of divine 
healing to the adult classes of the Shenks Com-
Roxbury Camp 1987 
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munity congregation. Hlizabethtown. Pa. • The 
Silverdale, Pa., congregation planned a retreat 
Sept. 4-6 at Kenbrook Camp. 
In early August, the Skyline View congregation, 
Harrisburg. Pa., viewed the Charles Swindoll film. 
"People of Refuge," about how to provide friend-
ship to the lonely and comfort to those in distress. 
• Former pastor Daryl Climenhaga preached 
Aug. 16 to the Speedwell Heights congregation, 
Lititz. Pa. A picnic for the family was held in the 
evening. A youth retreat was held Aug. 20-22. • 
The Stowe, Pa., congregation was also in retreat 
Sept. 5-7. • Five persons were baptized in August 
from the Summit View congregation, Gordon-
ville. Pa. The first edition of a monthly newsletter 
was published Aug. 23. 
Canadian Conference 
The Falls View congregation, Niagara Falls, 
Ont., had a barbecue and old fashioned hymn sing 
in August. A farewell potluck dinner was held 
Aug. 26 for Pauline Cornell who has left for two 
years of service at Timber Bay Children's Home. • 
A love offering was given by the Heise Hill con-
gregation, Gormley, Ont., to Gary and Ardys 
Winger who serve the Inuit people in northern 
Quebec. The congregation's annual corn roast was 
Aug. 25. • In September, the Massey Place con-
gregation, Saskatoon, Sask., viewed the Tony 
Campolo film series "Who Switched the Price 
Tags?" 
The North East Community congregation, Cal-
gary, Alb., had a new Bible study opportunity 
beginning Aug. 13: an eight-lesson focus on the 
prayer life of Jesus as found in Luke. The congre-
gation planned a Kid's Day for Sept. 13. • A 
combined VBS closing and Sunday school picnic 
was held Aug. 29 by the Oak Ridges, Ont., con-
gregation. • A highlight of the Aug. 16 morning 
service of the Port Colborne, Ont., congregation 
was news from Zambia by Karl and Lorna Fretz 
who recently returned from a visit to her sister 
there. A western style Sunday school round-up 
was Sept. 13. 
"Growing God's Way in the Sonshine Patch" 
was the Sherkston, Ont., congregation's VBS 
theme for all ages, Aug. 24-28. • The Springvale 
Susan Reesor begins 
MCC assignment 
Susan Reesor of Magnetawan, Ont., 
most recently of Waterloo, Ont., is 
Mennonite Central 
Committee assign-
ment in New Or-
leans, La., where 
she will be work-
ing as an assistant 
for the Louisiana 
Capital Defense 
Project. She re-
ceived a bachelor's 
ence from the Uni-
versity of Waterloo (Ont.) She is a 
member of West Heights Brethren in 
Christ Church in Kitchener, Ont. Her 
parents are Ann and John Reesor of 
Magnetawan. 
October 1987 
beginning a two-year 
deeree in nolitical sci 
Search the foyer! Inspect the mail box! Look around the pews! DON'T 
MISS IT! It's the new, New, NEW catalog from Evangel Press, Literature 
for Living. 
This catalog features excitement, romance, history, software, curricu-
lum, advice, and good food. Yes, Literature for Living has something in it 
to feed your spirit, body, and mind. 
Excitement for Literature for Living is mounting. This catalog has the 
potential to fill your literature and communication needs. It has something 
for every person in the Brethren in Christ Church. 
Evangel Press has gone to extremes to make it easy to order. We're busy 
installing an 800 number, training order takers, and printing forms just for 
you. We want to be ready to run at the first ring of the toll-free line. 
You should see the scene: muscles tight, eyes intense, fingers 
wrapped tightly around pens and pencils, order forms sticking 
to sweaty hands. Anticipation and desire to serve you—that's 
what it is all about. 
This catalog is yours. It was written for you. It will be yours for the next 
year. Unlike the movies, this feature can be kept and orders made through-
out the next 12 months. 
If you have or know a teen, then purchase A Straight Word for Kids and 
Parents. If you need computer software for your church, it's in the catalog. 
Looking for a Sunday school curriculum? Literature for Living has it. A 
gift? Many gift items are available. If you want to sing a song, bake a cake, 
advise a youth, or take a break, Literature for Living has something for 
you. Look for it! It can change your way of shopping for yourself and your 
church. 
Do you feel your heart pounding slightly faster now that you have read 
about Literature for Living? Mine is, after writing this. I think I'd better sit 
down and order something. 
Roger L. Williams 
Executive Director, 
Board for Media Ministries 
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congregation, Hagersville, Ont., had a farewell 
carry-in dinner and cash love offering for Pastor 
Jeff and Bonnie House on Aug. 9. • Robert Rol-
ston began pastoral duties in August for the Wain-
fleet, Ont., congregation. The youth and adults 
participated in a baseball tournament on Aug. 8. 
Central Conference 
The Amherst congregation, Massillon, Ohio, 
began a video/discussion series in late summer on 
"Sharing Your Faith." A teacher appreciation 
breakfast was held Aug. 29. • The Beulah Chapel 
congregation, Springfield, Ohio, planned a Spirit-
ual Emphasis Week with Wesley and Patti McCal-
lum, Sept. 27-Oct. 1. • The Ladies Aid of the 
Christian Union congregation, Garrett, Ind., had 
a baby shower for missions in late summer. Gar-
land and Virginia Whittington from Colorado 
were installed as pastoral couple Sept. 6. 
Chris Cascone from the Highland church 
preached for the Fairview congregation, Engle-
wood, Ohio, on Aug. 23. Sam Hollingsworth was 
installed as pastor on Sept. 6. • All Highland 
congregation senior citizens, West Milton, Ohio, 
were invited for lunch Aug. 19 as part of the Meals 
on Site Program. The Snyder evangelism team 
ministered to the congregation on Aug. 23. • The 
Lakeview Community congregation, Goodrich, 
Mich., recently had a three-day campout with 
guest speakers David and Dorcas Climenhaga. 
The installation service for Rick and Bonnie 
Mailloux was Aug. 2 at the Nappanee, Ind., 
church. • The Peace Chapel congregation, 
Ravenna, Ohio, computer club took part Aug. 
28-29 in the semi-annual Quaker Square computer 
show. The youth planned to go hear the Cleveland 
Orchestra on Aug. 23. • Bishop Alderfer spoke 
Aug. 19 on "The Church in the Year 2000" to the 
Pleasant Hill, Ohio, congregation. Two adult 
Sunday school classes combined Sept. 13-Oct. 25 
for a course on the major world religions taught by 
Mike Short. 
The Sippo Valley congregation, Massillon, 
Ohio, sponsored a singspiration on Aug. 30 for the 
Northeast Ohio churches. • On Sept. 12, the 
Union Grove congregation. New Paris, Ind., 
planned a "Journey of Power" workshop on 
prayer as part of their church growth emphasis. • 
A representative of the Christian Conciliation 
Service spoke Aug. 23 on "a better way to settle 
disputes" to the Western Hills congregation, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. The New Hope Musical Team of 
Cincinnati Bible College was scheduled to minister 
on Homecoming Sunday, Oct. 4. 
Midwest Conference 
On Aug. 23, the Bethany congregation, Thom-
as, Okla., said goodbye to Daniel Muchindu who 
returned after a year's stay to his wife and children 
at Sikalongo Mission, Zambia. • The Community 
church planting, Colorado Springs, Colo., sent 
out a plea for help in landscaping and cleaning the 
3600 square foot modular units in which they 
meet. Facility dedication is set for Nov. 22. • The 
Oak Park congregation, Des Moines, Iowa, had 
an intergenerational Sunday school class which 
studied a different Bible character each week. The 
New Life drama group presented a program in a 
September worship service. 
The youth were in charge of the Aug. 16 morn-
ing worship at the Rosebank church, Hope, Ks. A 
Sunday school picnic followed later in the after-
noon. • The joint 5th Sunday service for the Kan-
sas churches was Aug. 23 at the Zion church, 
Abilene. Featured were slides and a report of the 
Timber Bay youth mission trip. 
Pacific Conference 
The Glendora congregation, San Dimas, Calif., 
initiated a choir ministry on Aug. 2. A new, color-
ful church directory is now available to church 
families. • A membership class was held on two 
August Sundays for the Moreno Community 
congregation, Moreno Valley, Calif. • Guest pian-
ists Mark Baker and Mary Erbele served the 
Pacific Highway congregation, Salem, Ore., in 
August. 
The Riverside, Calif., congregation viewed two 
slide shows in August: an MCC presentation, and 
"Hear Us: Voices Out of Central America." There 
was a Raging Waters Outreach Trip on Aug. 22. • 
Perry and Marta Engle and Kent and Kelly Byer 
have begun work as pastoral couples of the daugh-
ter church planting in Upland, Calif. • The eve-
ning of Aug. 23 was a family musical and sharing 
time followed by a cookies and ice cream social for 
the Upland, Calif., congregation. The film "Wit-
nesses of Jehovah" was shown on Aug. 30. 
For the Record 
Births 
Anderson: Wesley Charles, Aug. 26; Chuck 
and Tony Anderson, Gwinnett congregation, Ga. 
Baez: Peter William, June 2: James and 
Denise Baez, Fellowship Chapel congregation, 
N.Y. 
Bakke: Kristen Annelise, Aug. 14; Robert and 
Deya Bakke, Moreno Community congregation, 
Calif. 
Bender: Joshua Lee, Aug. 14; Daryland Rachel 
(Frey) Bender, Pequea congregation. Pa. 
Bower: Caitlin Hannah, Aug. 24; Barrett and 
Linda Bower, Grantham congregation, Pa. 
Brooks: Tyler Kenneth, July 17; Ken and Laurie 
(Brillinger) Brooks, Oak Ridges congregation, 
Ont. 
Burkholder: Nicole Cherie, Aug. 15; Bob and 
Sallie (Fisher) Burkholder, Manor congregation, 
Pa. 
Byler: Kendra Louise, Aug. 9; Bruce and Rhoda 
(Kindy) Byler, Bethel (Merrill) congregation, Mich. 
Claveau: Brandon Marc, July 9; Marc and 
Valerie Calveau, Sherkston congregation, Ont. 
Climenhaga: Bradley Scott, May 23; Greg and 
Julie Climenhaga, Falls View congregation, Ont. 
Diaz: Veronica Cicelia, Aug. 19; Hector and 
Cicelia Diaz, Rosebank congregation, Ont. 
Doporcyk: Heather Ashley, July 12; Mike and 
Tanya Doporcyk, Carlisle congregation, Pa. 
Gonzalez: Linda Ann, July 16; Alberto and 
Susan Gonzalez, Elizabethtown congregation, Pa. 
1987 Singles 
Convention 
for all singles, separated, or 
divorced 
Dec. 4-6, 1987 
Mt. Carmel Retreat Center 
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada 
Cost: $75 (Canadian) 
Resource person: 
Rev. Lewis Worrad 
Sponsored by Canadian Conference 
Board for Congregational Life 
For more information contact: 
Sandi Hannigan 
Suite 305 
232 King Street, N. 
Waterloo, Ontario N2J 2Y7 
Telephone (519) 888-6859 
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News Bulletin 
At the recent General Confer-
ence in Zambia, Rev. Enock Sha-
mapani was chosen to be bishop of 
the Brethren in Christ Church in 
Zambia. He succeeds William T. 
Silungwe, who after ten years of 
service as bishop of the church, 
chose not to be available for 
another term of service. Brother 
Shamapani's consecration to the 
office of bishop is planned for 
October 18, 1987, at Macha. 
Heckman: Allison Rae, Aug. 9; Wesley and 
Karen Heckman, Chambersburg congregation, 
Pa. 
Herr: Jay Lamar, July 29; Marvin and Shirley 
(Siegrist) Herr, Pequea congregation, Pa. 
Houck: Julie Anna, July 2; Dan and Sharon 
Houck, Shenks congregation. Pa. 
Kiss:. Alyssa Catharine, July 28; Michael and 
Susan (Pynn) Kiss, Wainfleet congregation, Ont. 
Mallinson: Patricia Ann, July 24; Phillip and 
Ruth (Frey) Mallinson, Manor congregation. Pa. 
Marr: Dwight Jacob, July 17; Jon and Kim 
(Kiss) Marr, Wainfleet congregation, Ont. 
Miller: Tara Lynn, Aug. 17; Dawn Miller, 
Fairland congregation, Pa. 
Myer: Alyssa Kelly, Aug. 1; Rodney and 
Rhonda (Knepp) Myer, Zion congregation, Ks. 
Noll: Bradley Phillip, July 25; Phill and Gail 
(Hershey) Noll, Pleasant Hill congregation, Ohio. 
Reist: Aaron Joshua, July 29; Jim and Jeanne 
Reist, Fairland congregation, Pa. 
Reist: John-Michael, July 29; Steve and Kim 
(Herr) Reist, Manor congregation, Pa. 
Santiago: Tricia Danielle, July 29; A1 and Gina 
Santiago, Free Grace congregation. Pa. 
Smith: Steven Wayne, Aug. 1; Steve and 
Melinda Smith, Martinsburg congregation. Pa. 
Smith: Tyler Ryan, Sept. I; Gary and Sandy 
Smith, Mechanicsburg congregation, Pa. 
Taylor: Leah Rebecca, March 9, 1986, and 
Micah Wilbur, Feb 27, 1987; Maurice and Karen 
(Tice) Taylor, Green Grove congregation. Pa. 
Tice: Timothy Wayne, Jr., Dec. 31, 1986; 
Timothy and Andrea Tice, Green Grove congre-
gation, Pa. 
Witmer: Isaac Lenhert, June 5; Lamar and 
Barbara (Lenhert) Witmer, Mogadishu, Somalia, 
East Africa. 
Yingst: Samantha Jo, Aug. 14; Todd and 
Shelly (Heller) Yingst, Palmyra congregation. Pa. 
Weddings 
Haldeman-Brubaker: Karen L„ daughter of 
Sam and Lucy Brubaker, Arcanum, Ohio, and 
Timothy L., son of Gem and Patricia Haldeman, 
Hummelstown, Pa., Aug 8 at Spring Church of 
the Brethren, Hershey, Pa., with John Breiden-
stine and Henry N. Miller officiating. 
Hoover-Schaer: Sonja, daughter of Maurice 
and Lina Schaer, Minesing, Ont., and Neil Robert 
James, son of Earl and Joyce Hoover, Aurora, 
Ont., July 18 at the Barrie Free Methodist Church, 
Barrie, Ont. 
Link-Madeley: Edith Anne Michelle, daughter 
of Jim and Dawn Madeley, Oak Ridges, Ont., and 
Kevin Stuart, son of Jim and Joyce Link, Kes-
wick, Ont., Aug. 15 at the Oak Ridges Brethren in 
Christ Church, Ont. 
Marks-Bennett: Penny Lou Bennett, daughter 
of Charles and Polly Eckstine, and Richard Dick-
inson, son of Charles and Cecelia Marks, June 13 
at the Fairview Ave. Brethren in Christ Church 
with Rev. Lynn Thrush officiating. 
Sgrignoli-Ernest: Paula M. Ernest, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. William Klinger of Boiling Springs, 
Pa., and Robert M., son of Mr. and Mrs. F. C. 
Sgrignoli, Enola, Pa., June 27 at the Cumberland 
Valley Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Ray 
Bert officiating. 
Sibley-Wicks: Diana Alice, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. David Wicks, Scarborough, Ont., and 
David Wray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Sibley, 
Scarborough, June 20 at Bridlewood Brethren in 
Christ Church with Rev. Leonard J. Chester 
officiating. 
Stern-Smith: Luella Ruth, daughter of Donald 
R. Smith, Martinsburg, Pa., and Douglas Dean, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. Dean Stern, Roaring 
Spring, Pa., Aug. 1 at St. Matthews Evangelical 
Church, Martinsburg, with Rev. John Palko, Rev. 
Avery Musser, and Rev. Earl E. Herr officiating. 
Stirtzinger-Gingerieh: Lisa, daughter of Edgar 
and Verna Gingerich, and James, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Glen Stirtzinger, July 25 at the Wainfleet 
Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. Clayton 
Kuepfer and Rev. David Croxford officiating. 
Tarrant-Sloggett: Dawn, daughter of Ken and 
Noami Sloggett, Niagara Falls, Ont., and Dean, 
son of Norman and Edith Tarrant, Niagara Falls, 
Aug. 14 in the Falls View Brethren in Christ 
Church with Rev. Dwayne Hulett officiating. 
Obituaries 
Charles: Howard Melvin Charles, 62, born 
July 11, 1926, the son of Amos B. and Edith 
(Haverstick) Charles, died Aug. 12. Surviving are 
his wife, Elva (Good); four sons, Allen, Richard, 
Emmanuel, and Frederick; two daughters, Mar-
garet Grove, and Gloria Shue; eight grandchil-
dren; three brothers; and three sisters. Melvin was 
a lifelong farmer and member of the Manor 
Brethren in Christ Church where the funeral ser-
vice was held with Rev. Robert Sheetz officiating. 
Interment was in Habecker's Mennonite Cemetery. 
Dick: Nellie A. Dick, 91, Messiah Village, born 
Sept. 7, 1895, died July 28. She was the widow of 
the Rev. Amos D. M. Dick, and a retired mission-
ary for the Brethren in Christ Church, serving 45 
years in India. She was a member of the Messiah 
Village and the Grantham Brethren in Christ 
Churches. Surviving are a son, Premnath S.; a 
grandson; and several nieces and nephews. Ser-
vices were held at the Messiah Village Church with 
Rev. J. Robert Lehman and Rev. Robert B. Ives 
officiating. Interment was in Grantham Memorial 
Park. 
Engle: Alice R. Engle, 78, of Maytown, Pa., 
died July 9 at Harrisburg. She was the daughter of 
the late Joseph E. and Katie (Brubaker) Wolge-
muth. Her husband, Irwin H„ preceded her in 
death in 1965. Surviving are two daughters, 
Arlene Brownsberger and Anna Ruth; three sons, 
Jacob W., Irwin W., and Melvin R.; two brothers; 
five sisters; nine grandchildren; and four great-
grandchildren. Alice was a member of the May-
town Brethren in Christ Church where the funeral 
service was held with Rev. Herbert J. Hoover and 
Rev. B. E. Thuma officiating. Interment was in 
Cross Roads Cemetery. 
Head: Bertha Head, born Dec. 13, 1897, in 
New Castle, Pa., died Aug. 13. She is survived by a 
daughter, Myra Kirkpatrick, and one grand-
daughter. Bertha was a member of the Upland 
Brethren in Christ Church. Rev. John Snook and 
Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder officiated at the funeral 
service. Entombment was at Bellevue Mausoleum. 
Hebert: Susanna (Fast) Hebert, 80, born Nov. 
7, 1906, in Russia, died July 12. She came to 
Canada with her parents in 1927 and married Nik 
Hebert in 1929. Surviving are 3 sons, John, Jakob, 
and Henry; 4 daughters, Helen Giesbrecht, Tina 
Peters, Mary Tirrell, and Anne Taillefer; 11 
grandchildren; a sister; 2 brothers; and several 
nieces and nephews. She was preceded in death by 
her husband, 4 sisters, and a brother. Susanna and 
her husband had resided in Kindersley, Sask. The 
funeral service was held at the First Mennonite 
Church, Saskatoon, with Rev. Henry Wiens and 
Rev. Esther Patkau officiating. 
Herring: Alice (Winger) Herring, born Aug. 
31, 1900, died July 30 in St. Catharines, Ont. Her 
father was the late Bishop Jonas Winger, and her 
grandfather the late Bishop Abram Winger. Her 
youngest daughter, June, and her husband, Elmer, 
preceded her in death. She is survived by 6 chil-
dren, 14 grandchildren, and 14 great-grandchil-
dren. Alice was a member of the Bertie Brethren in 
Christ Church where the funeral service was held 
with Rev. Greg Funk and Rev. Ross Nigh officiat-
ing. Interment was in the Bertie Cemetery. 
continued on page 25 
Manager/Caretaker 
Needed 
Memorial Holiness Camp in West 
Milton, Ohio, is searching for a 
couple—or individual—to serve as 
manager-caretaker. The position 
inc ludes a res idence on the 
grounds, some benefits, and a cash 
base. The person employed may 
supplement the work at the camp 
with other employment. The direc-
tors are thinking of persons of 
retirement age who are willing to 
come somewhat on a voluntary 
service basis. 
Anyone interested in inquiring 
about this position may write to 
Rev. Paul Hess, chairman of the 
Board ofTrusteesofthecamp. His 
address is 2961 Aquadale Lane, 
Cincinnati, OH 45211; telephone 
(513) 481-5996. Or contact Bishop 
Owen Alderfer, P.O. Box 57, West 
Milton, OH 45383; telephone (513) 
698-4253. 
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Park. 
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the late Joseph E. and Katie (Brubaker) Wolge-
muth. Her husband, Irwin H„ preceded her in 
death in 1965. Surviving are two daughters, 
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grandchildren. Alice was a member of the May-
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service was held with Rev. Herbert J. Hoover and 
Rev. B. E. Thuma officiating. Interment was in 
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Head: Bertha Head, born Dec. 13, 1897, in 
New Castle, Pa., died Aug. 13. She is survived by a 
daughter, Myra Kirkpatrick, and one grand-
daughter. Bertha was a member of the Upland 
Brethren in Christ Church. Rev. John Snook and 
Rev. Alvin C. Burkholder officiated at the funeral 
service. Entombment was at Bellevue Mausoleum. 
Hebert: Susanna (Fast) Hebert, 80, born Nov. 
7, 1906, in Russia, died July 12. She came to 
Canada with her parents in 1927 and married Nik 
Hebert in 1929. Surviving are 3 sons, John, Jakob, 
and Henry; 4 daughters, Helen Giesbrecht, Tina 
Peters, Mary Tirrell, and Anne Taillefer; 11 
grandchildren; a sister; 2 brothers; and several 
nieces and nephews. She was preceded in death by 
her husband, 4 sisters, and a brother. Susanna and 
her husband had resided in Kindersley, Sask. The 
funeral service was held at the First Mennonite 
Church, Saskatoon, with Rev. Henry Wiens and 
Rev. Esther Patkau officiating. 
Herring: Alice (Winger) Herring, born Aug. 
31, 1900, died July 30 in St. Catharines, Ont. Her 
father was the late Bishop Jonas Winger, and her 
grandfather the late Bishop Abram Winger. Her 
youngest daughter, June, and her husband, Elmer, 
preceded her in death. She is survived by 6 chil-
dren, 14 grandchildren, and 14 great-grandchil-
dren. Alice was a member of the Bertie Brethren in 
Christ Church where the funeral service was held 
with Rev. Greg Funk and Rev. Ross Nigh officiat-
ing. Interment was in the Bertie Cemetery. 
continued on page 25 
Manager/Caretaker 
Needed 
Memorial Holiness Camp in West 
Milton, Ohio, is searching for a 
couple—or individual—to serve as 
manager-caretaker. The position 
includes a residence on the 
grounds, some benefits, and a cash 
base. The person employed may 
supplement the work at the camp 
with other employment. The direc-
tors are thinking of persons of 
retirement age who are willing to 
come somewhat on a voluntary 
service basis. 
Anyone interested in inquiring 
about this position may write to 
Rev. Paul Hess, chairman of the 
Board ofTrusteesofthecamp. His 
address is 2961 Aquadale Lane, 
Cincinnati, OH 45211; telephone 
(513) 481-5996. Or contact Bishop 
Owen Alderfer, P.O. Box 57, West 
Milton, OH 45383; telephone (513) 
698-4253. 





by Rod Musser 
I have been fortunate to be a product of Brethren in Christ 
ministry. From day one, the church has supported me. I was born 26 
years ago, very ill. Immediately the Upland congregation (Calif.) 
had a prayer meeting that pulled me through. 
Throughout my youth I was nurtured well at Upland. The Board 
of Christian Education department was the best. Through the 
summer camping program at Mile High Pines I accepted Christ. 
During my high school years I was given guidance and responsibil-
ity in my Christian walk. I worked on the maintenance crew at Mile 
High for a summer. This was the first real exposure I had to 
sacrificial serving and giving. 
After high school I went to Messiah College with help from a 
parish grant, and studied for a career in mathematics. Upon gradua-
tion in 1983 I entered voluntary service in New York City for two 
years. During those years I served during my vacation as a counselor 
at Memorial Holiness Camp in Ohio. Those weeks at Memorial 
Holiness Camp were milestones in my Christian walk. The first 
week (198 3) I felt called to VS in New York, the second (1984) I was 
called to a higher commitment in my Christian walk, and the third 
(1985) I was led to seminary for further education. 
While in New York, I was able to serve and learn for two years 
what the Christian walk meant. God rearranged my values and 
goals. I learned what true sacrifice involves. I discovered what gifts I 
had, and ones I didn't have. The pastor's wife used to call me a "little 
weed" because I was growing in all directions. During this time I met 
my wife, Cathy, who entered VS at the same time I did. 
Next I went to Ashland Theological Seminary (ATS) to deepen 
my roots in the Christian faith. I found great financial support from 
the Brethren in Christ through the Ministerial Aid Fund. Also I had 
educational support f rom Dr. Arthur Climenhaga and Fred Hol-
land as professors at ATS. Finally, the Ashland Brethren in Christ 
Church became our home congregation for two years. It was great 
to fellowship with them. 
I have now graduated and hope to give something back to the 
church. Cathy and I have returned to Upland, where we anticipate 
being an initial core couple in a daughter church planting, with 
Upland as the mother church. I'm sure this is just a brief pause in the 
ongoing ministry we will have with the church, for our future is 
definitely with the Brethren in Christ. Thanks for raising me. 
Submitted by the Board for Stewardship 
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Ashland Theological Seminary 
receives Frey endowed chair 
The Jacob Engle Foundation, Inc., 
has placed the sum of $500,000 in a 
reserved account to establish "The 
Charles and Anna Frey Brethren in 
Christ Chair" at Ashland Theological 
Seminary. This was done in close con-
sultation with the Freys. 
Charles F. Frey is a leading church 
layman in the Brethren in Christ Church. 
From his early childhood, he was taught 
the importance of missions and a com-
mitment to the Lord. His early decision 
to support the Lord's work, both per-
sonally and corporately, has been rein-
forced year after year as God has con-
tinually blessed his faithfulness. 
Charles Frey served on the Board for 
Missions of the Brethren in Christ 
Church from 1966 to 1986. He was the 
board treasurer from 1978 to 1986. In 
addition, his interest in missions work 
has taken him to on-site visits at mission 
points in Nicaragua, Venezuela, Eng-
land, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. He is 
now under assignment as Director of 
Finance for the denomination. His wife 
Anna has always been closely associated 
with him in these ministries. 
The decision to establish a Brethren in 
Christ Chair with endowment funds 
from a special irrevocable trust fund 
held by Jacob Engle Foundation is a 
recognition of Charles and Anna Frey's 
commitment to promote the concept of 
being a global Christian. The $500,000 
will be held in strict reserve with the 
interest being designated to provide 
support for Brethren in Christ profes-
sors at Ashland Seminary. 
The endowment of the Charles and 
Anna Frey Brethren in Christ Chair 
Two Brethren in Christ join the full-
time faculty of the Ashland (Ohio) 
Theological Seminary for the 1987-88 
academic year. 
A part-time faculty member for four 
years. Dr. Fred Holland has been named 
Professor of Missiology. He brings over 
20 years of missions experience in Zim-
babwe and Zambia under Brethren in 
Christ Missions. Holding undergradu-
ate degrees from Messiah College and 
Greenville College, he earned a master's 
degree in missions and a doctoral degree 
in missiology from Fuller Theological 
Seminary. With his wife Grace, he has 
edited over 32 books for Theological 
Education by Extension, which have 
been translated into 153 languages. 
ensures greater cooperation in training 
men and women for ministry positions 
around the world. It points the way in 
which others can also invest in a contin-
uing educational ministry in the life of 
the church by the establishment of other 
endowments. If any reader feels led and 
is interested in the establishment of sim-
ilar programs by appropriate endow-
ments, he or she should write to the 
Executive Director of the Jacob Engle 
Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box 1136, Up-
land, CA, 91785 for further information 
and contacts. Or the reader can call the 
J.E.F. office at (714) 985-8200. 
Dr. Luke Keefer, Jr., has been named 
Associate Professor of Church History 
and Theology. He has served for the 
past 15 years on the Bible and Religion 
faculty of Messiah College, chairing the 
department for the past several years. 
Dr. Keefer received his B.A. and B.Th. 
degrees from Messiah College, his 
M.Div. degree from Asbury Theologi-
cal Seminary, and his M.A. and Ph.D. 
degrees from Temple University. He has 
served as an evangelist and has pastored 
in two congregations in Pennsylvania. 
They join a third Brethren in Christ 
faculty member, Dr. Arthur M. Cli-
menhaga, who teaches one third time as 
Professor of Missions and Contempo-
rary Theology. • 
Holland, Keefer, join Ashland Seminary faculty 
Kinley: Alice Irene Kinley, born Feb. 10, 1908, 
in Abilene, Ks., the daughter of Reuben and Eliz-
abeth Climenhaga, died July 22. She was preceded 
in death by a daughter, Marion Elizabeth, two 
brothers, Paul and Daniel, and a sister, Frances. 
Surviving are her husband Ted; one son, Elwyn 
Leroy; one daughter, Marjorie Ellen Mandtler; 
three brothers; three sisters; eight grandchildren; 
and eight great-grandchildren. Alice attended the 
Kindersley, Sask., Brethren in Christ Church. The 
funeral service was held at St. Paul's United 
Church with Rev. Laura Turnbull and Rev. Alan 
Johnson officiating. Interment was in the Kinders-
ley Cemetery. 
Nicks: Velma Nicks, born Jan. 7, 1908, the 
daughter of Anthony and May (Book) Winger, 
died Aug. 5. Surviving are five brothers, four sis-
ters, and several nieces and nephews. She was a 
member of the Messiah Village Brethren in Christ 
Church. Services were held at the Bowser Funeral 
home, Hummelstown, Pa., with Rev. Martha 
Lady officiating. Interment was in the Hummels-
town Cemetery. 
Rockriver: Robert W. Rockriver, born May 
27, 1921, in Fremont, Neb., died Aug. 14. Surviv-
ing are his wife, Irene; and two daughters, Vickie 
Maderfield, and Renee Rundall. Robert was an 
active member of the Upland Brethren in Christ 
Church where services were held with Rev. John 
Snook and Rev. Alvin Burkholder officiating. 
Interment was in Haxton, Colo. 
Snider: Ferae Brehm Snider, born Sept. 26, 
1912, died Aug. 11. Surviving are her husband, 
Glendon; three sons, Wilmer, Lowell, and Donald; 
a daughter, Joyce Wilson; six grandchildren; and 
four sisters. She was a member of the Messiah 
Village Brethren in Christ Church where services 
were held with Rev. J. Robert Lehman, and Rev. 
Simon Lehman officiating. Further services were 
held at the Littletown Funeral Home, Springfield, 
Ohio, with Rev. Ralph Hatch officiating. Inter-
ment was in Ferncliff Cemetery, Springfield, 
Ohio. 
Taylor: Marc Douglas Taylor, born Nov. 21, 
1965, in Port Colborne, Ont., died July 23 in 
Toronto, Ont. He is survived by his wife, Melanie; 
his parents, Douglas and Nancy Taylor; a brother, 
Scott; and a sister, Kelly. Marc was a constable 
with the Peel Regional Police and a member of the 
Christian Peace Officers Assoc. He had served as a 
lifeguard at Camp Kahquah. He was a member of 
the Upper Oaks Community Church, Oakville, 
Ont. Funeral services were held at the Sherkston 
Brethren in Christ Church. Interment was in the 
Sherkston church cemetery. 
Wale: Ernest Wale, 73, born June 26, 1913, 
died Aug. 3 in Alma, Mich. He is survived by his 
wife, Maxine (Johnston); 2 sons, Thomas C. and 
Kris; 2 daughters, Linda Rodriquez and Cathy 
McCullough; 4 sisters; 19 grandchildren; and 12 
great-grandchildren. The funeral service was held 
at the Whiting Funeral Chapel with Rev. Bedsaul 
Agee officiating. Interment was in Porter Town-
ship Cemetery. 
Williams: Sibbie Jane Williams, born March 
27, 1885, in Texas, died July 11 in DeRossett, 
Tenn. She was preceded in death by her husband, 
Jeff, in 1963, and by two daughters and two sons. 
Surviving are a son; 2 daughters; 11 grandchil-
dren; 23 great-grandchildren; and 7 great-great-
grandchildren. "Granny" Williams was the first 
Tennessee contact and the encouragement for 
opening the Brethren in Christ work in Tennessee 
in 1954. Her grandson, James Scott of Thurman 
Funeral Home in Sparta, directed the funeral 
which was held in the DeRossett Brethren in 
Christ Church. Rev. David Hepworth, Rev. Glenn 
Hensel, and Rev. Elam Dohner officiated. Inter-
ment was in Smith Chapel Cemetery. 
Winger: Murray Winger, born July 5, 1918, 
died July 28. He is survived by his wife, Pauline; a 
daughter, Ila Mater; a son, Edward; and five 
grandchldren. The funeral service was conducted 
by Rev. David Gifford of the Wainileet, Ont., 
Brethren in Christ Church. Interment was in 
Maple Lawn Cemetery. fl 
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IMessiah College News 
Enrollment hits 2,000 as 
academic year begins 
Total enrollment at Messiah edged 
above the 2,000 mark as students, fresh 
from many different summer ventures, 
once again filled the classrooms on Sep-
tember 1. 
Dr. Jay Barnes spoke on "All of Life 
Under the Lordship of Christ" and 
faculty marched in processional at the 
Convocation Chapel during which fresh-
man, transfers, and returning students 
with academic honors were recognized. 
"We must work together to bring life 
together under the Lordship of Christ," 
Barnes, Vice-President for Student De-
velopment, told the student body, 
faculty, and administration. This means 
Messiah strives to be a college of charac-
ter that, with Christ being preeminent, 
meets students' needs in spiritual, intel-
lectual, career and personal develop-
ment, he said. 
On the second day of chapel, Dr. D. 
Ray Hostetter, beginning his 24th year 
as President of Messiah, spoke on the 
process of making a commitment. "We 
don't accept a lot of things in our fast-
paced society as enduring," he said. "But 
commitments add meaning and direc-
tion to our lives." As examples, he read 
from 2 Timothy 2:1-6, which describes 
the soldier who is committed to single-
mindedness, the athlete who plays ac-
cording to the rules, and the farmer who 
is an intense laborer. 
In the first chapel, Vice-President for 
Academic Affairs, Dr. H. David Brandt, 
noted the academic excellence repre-
sented in the freshman class. Nearly 22 
percent of the incoming freshmen grad-
uated in the top five percent of their 
class, with 29 valedictorians and 12 salu-
tatorians. The freshman class of approx-
imately 550 is the largest ever, as is the 
total enrollment. 
New Brethren in Christ students en-
rolled are as follows: 
Transfers: 
Timothy Fan, Business Administra-
tion, Fort Erie, Ont. (Riverside Chapel) 
Belinda Gibble, Business Administra-
tion, Chambersburg, Pa. 
Terry Heisey, Undeclared, Tijeras, 
N.M. 
Nhok Heng, Undeclared, Palmyra, 
Pa. 
Sin Heng, Pre-Med, Palmyra, Pa. 
Freshmen: 
California 
Karla Bert, Computer Science, Up-
land, Dean's Scholarship 
Indiana 
David Pierce, Mathematics, Nappa-
nee, Dean's Scholarship 
Pennsylvania 
David Barrett, Pre-Engineering, 
Grantham, Dean's Scholarship 
Jeff Bateman, Undeclared, Landisville 
Susan Cassel, Mathematics, Gran-
tham, Dean's Scholarship 
Lisa Deroos, Undeclared, Grantham 
Dave Donat, Pre-Engineering, Mount 
Joy (Cross Roads) 
Julie Heisey, Pre-Pharmacy, Eliza-
bethtown, Dean's Scholarship 
Julie Hoffer, Physical Therapy, Man-
heim(Mastersonville) President's Scholar-
ship 
Kim Hoffman, Accounting, Palmyra, 
Dean's Scholarship 
Jill Irwin, Undeclared, Annville 
Michele Kanagy, Biology, Williamson 
Brian Martin, Engineering, Carlisle 
Gwendolyn Musser, Communications, 
Mechanicsburg, Dean's Scholarship 
Michelle Mylin, Behavioral Science, 
Manheim 
Lita Oberholser, Computer Science, 
Grantham, Dean's Scholarship 
Dawn O'Neal, Nursing, Saxton 
Keith Poe, History, Chambersburg 
Christopher Rickman, Pre-Med, 
Chambersburg (West Side) Dean's 
Scholarship 
Lisa Sadler, Undeclared, Elizabeth-
town 
Allen Stoner, Computer Science, East 
Berlin 
Melissa Stoner, Accounting, Lan-
caster 
Diane Thomas, Business Administra-
tion, Willow Street (Manor) 
Several new faculty welcomed 
Seven new personnel have begun teach-
ing full-time at Messiah this fall. Of 
them, Assistant Professor of New Tes-
tament Jay McDermond (Nappanee, 
Ind., congregation) and Assistant Pro-
fessor of Mathematics Richard H. Neff 
(Carlisle congregation) are Brethren in 
Christ. In addition, a part-time faculty 




Departure date: June 16-29,1988 
Alumni, parents, and friends of Messiah College are invited to be part of 
an exciting two-week cruise/tour to America's last frontier—beautiful 
Alaska. Glaciers, goldrush towns, a fabulous train journey, and Arctic 
wildlife—we'll experience it all next summer in Alaska! Reservations are 
limited and will be taken on a first come, first served basis. Reserve your 
place before December 31, 1987, and receive a discount. For more infor-
mation, write or call Jeff Krimmel in the Messiah College Alumni Office, 
Grantham, PA 17027 (717) 691-6019. 
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congregation) has been made full-time, 
as Instructor in Physical Education and 
Assistant Athletic Director. 
The faculty met in retreat August 25-
26, with the theme of "Going Interna-
tional." Dr. Marvin K.. Mayers, Dean of 
the School of Intercultural Studies and 
World Missions at Biola University, 
shared some of his cross-cultural expe-
riences. He said if we can learn to 
observe cultural cues, such as the ac-
cepted method of shaking hands and 
greeting one another in various coun-
tries, cultural / racial differences are much 
easier to overcome. 
"Prof" Miller, long-term 
faculty member, dies at 82 
On August 24, Earl D. Miller, 82, 
known affectionately as "Prof," passed 
away, leaving behind three children 
(Ray, Carl and Jeanne), seven grand-
children, and three great-grandchildren. 
He was preceded in death by his wife, 
Christine. A 1925 Messiah Academy 
graduate, Earl went on to obtain a 
bachelor's degree from Chicago Musical 
College and a master's degree from the 
Eastman School of Music. 
Profs professional contributions to 
Messiah have spanned approximately 
60 years. He guest-conducted during the 
Grantham Oratorio Society's Pops Con-
cert as recently as April. He was offi-
cially Professor of Music at Messiah 
from 1929 through 1973; the 44 years of 
full-time faculty status is unequaled in 
Messiah's history. 
Throughout the 1930s and 40s as 
conductor of the college's male chorus, 
Prof brought uplifting music into the 
churches of the Brethren in Christ. In 
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the late 40s and during the 50s, Prof 
founded and directed two major choral 
groups: the Choral Society and the 
Grantham Oratorio Society. 
Earl D. Miller's influence upon the 
musical life of the Brethren in Christ 
Church was perhaps greater than that of 
any other individual. His role as ambas-
sador for Messiah College was perhaps 
as profound as any other person's role. 
Profs love of life, his concern for the 
development of young people, and his 
ready wit will long be cherished by those 
whose lives touched his spirit. 
Social welfare major receives 
accreditation 
Messiah's major in social welfare, a 
collaborative program with Temple Uni-
versity, has received bachelor degree-
level accreditation from the Council on 
Social Work Education. 
In addition to classes which prepare 
students for a career in social work, the 
major offers the student experience in 
field work at community agencies in the 
sophomore and senior years. The first 
two years of study are spent at Messiah's 
main campus in Grantham, and the 
upperclassman years are spent in Phila-
delphia at Messiah's satellite campus at 
Temple University. 
How to apply to Messiah 
Students who wish to apply for admis-
sion to Messiah College for the fall of 
1988 should apply now. 
Here are four steps students should 
follow: 
1. Write or call the Ad missions Office, 
Messiah College, Grantham, PA 17027, 
(717) 766-2511, and request an applica-
tion and current catalog. 
2. Complete and submit the Messiah 
College application. 
3. Ask your guidance counselor to 
send us an official transcript of your 
courses, grades, and standardized test 
scores. We will accept either Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) or American Col-
lege Testing (ACT) scores. 
4. Ask your pastor or church youth 
director and a professional person who 
knows you well to complete a recom-
mendation and send it to us. Recom-
mendation forms are included in the 
application booklet. 
Messiah College operates a "rolling 
admission" policy, which means that the 
Admissions Committee reviews and acts 
upon an application as soon as the 
application and supporting materials 
(recommendations and academic records) 
are received. • 
Cross-cultural trip to Israel 
Have you ever thought about going to Israel, but you wanted something 
different from the usual tourist-type trip? If so, this may be of interest to 
you. Dr. Terry Brensinger is arranging a cross-cultural trip to Israel which 
will have two primary agendas: 
(1.) Participants will visit the major biblical/archaeological sites, 
including Jerusalem, Megiddo, Masada, Bethlehem, and Jericho. Each site 
will be thoroughly explained and the important biblical passages discussed. 
In addition, general lectures will be given explaining biblical geography 
and archaeology. 
(2.) The tour will also deal with various contemporary issues that affect 
Israel and her neighbors. Of major importance will be the question of Israel 
and the Palestinians. Participants will visit refugee camps and such places 
as the Holocaust Memorial, as well as hearing speakers representing the 
various points of view. 
In short, this trip will seek to look at Israel from both historical and 
contemporary perspectives, seeing and experiencing a variety of things that 
typically go unnoticed during tours to the Holy Land. 
This cross-cultural trip to Israel is scheduled for May 23-June 16, 1988. 
If you are interested and would like additional information, please write to 
Dr. Terry L. Brensinger at Messiah College, Grantham, Pa. 17027, or 
phone (717) 766-2511, ext. 342. 
J^iskops' Qolmn 
Pastoral transitions 
by Harvey Sider 
Did you experience a pastoral change 
this summer? Is your emotion one of 
challenge? fear? anticipation? 
As of August 1987, 12 percent of our 
Brethren in Christ congregations have a 
pastor with tenure in excess of 10 years. 
In 1987, 49 new assignments (including 
church plantings) were made in the first 
eight months. The average church expe-
riences a pastoral change every three to 
six years. Whenever transition occurs, a 
whole series of dynamics is unleashed. 
Both the pastoral family and the con-
gregation are impacted by the change. 
There are many things that the pastor 
and local church can do to make this a 
positive, growing experience. The fol-
lowing "tips" are given to stimulate your 
thinking. Why not double or triple the 
number of these suggestions as a joint 
exercise? In the process, both pastor and 
congregation may well discover ways to 
enrich relationships that will extend 
tenure far beyond the average three to 
six years. 
Harvey Sider is bishop of the Canadian confer-
ence of the Brethren in Christ Church. 
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Tips for the pastor 
God's call 
Do you sense your new assignment is a response to God's 
call? What a privilege to move into a new pastorate with the 
clear assurance that, through prayer, counsel and the call of the 
Church, this is God's honoured place of service. 
Since this new assignment is of God and the Church, the 
pastor should be able to: 
—affirm the work of his predecessor; 
—respect the charge of all other ministers 
—refrain from inappropriate visits to the former church/ 
parishioners, except in unusual circumstances. Courtesy 
dictates both caution and clear communication with the 
pastor of the former parish before accepting any engage-
ment in the previous church. This will indicate that you, 
too, have "left" your former flock and now are intent 
on "cleaving" and giving full attention to your present 
sheep. 
Listen—Observe 
Pastors moving into a new situation must give adequate 
consideration to feelings and protocol of the local people. 
While few things may be sacrosanct, it is wise to discover why 
and how things have been done recently and in the past. 
Pastors earn the right to be heard after they have listened to 
and understood the people among whom they move. Congre-
gations and communities have personalities, just like people. 
We maintain our integrity as we take time to observe and make 
an honest attempt to understand the new milieu. 
Someone has said that six months to one year is a bare 
minimum before a pastor can sufficiently understand his new 
charge and slowly introduce helpful ideas that will produce 
growth. Paul Tournier's word, "Love that cares, listens" is as 
true for the pastorate as the home. 
"In order to really understand, we need to listen, not reply. 
We need to listen long and attentively." (Paul Tournier: To 
Understand Each Other) 
Good pastoral transitions occur when God's leaders heed 
the biblical teaching of being "swift to hear, slow to speak." 
(James 1:19) 
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Tips for the people 
Leave—Cleave 
How would a spouse feel if his/her partner would frequently 
run to a former girl/boy friend to seek counsel? The biblical 
principle (Genesis 2) of leaving one's parents to cleave to 
his/ her spouse is sound advice for pastor-people relationships. 
You now have a new pastor to minister to and care for you. 
By calling the former pastor to perform certain functions, like 
weddings and funerals, one indicates a lack of willingness to 
leave the former and cleave to the present leadership. 
The person who continues to return to the previous pastor(s) 
will never be able to receive effective ministry from the current 
pastor. People can curtail the work God intends to do through 
the new pastor, by harking back to the "good old days" of the 
former minister. Let him go! He now has a new flock to 
shepherd and they deserve his full attention. 
Cooperate—Love 
The invitation of the Pastoral Committee indicates you and 
the pastor are on the same team, with compatible understand-
ings and vision. If he wins, you win. If you win, he wins. 
Cooperation, not strife, helps achieve our common goal. 
Cooperation is crucial at all times, but perhaps even more so 
during the initial months, because: 
—YOU have the connections; 
—YOU know the traditions of the local congregation and the 
customs of the community; 
—YOU hold the key to the pastor's acceptance and ultimate 
success in your parish and community. 
Cooperation is love in action. 
Lavish love on the pastor's family. Often the spouse and 
children do not enjoy being "uprooted." One way to ease the 
pain of loss of friends is to shower them with love that is 
genuine, thus facilitating the development of new friendships. 
Take them into your hearts and homes. Help them become 
adjusted to their new surroundings. 
Love will meld you together. 
Jjjtes/ms 
Dear Paul, 
I met a young man last week who was 
undergoing treatment for drug depend-
ency. He was working in his yard when I 
arrived, and when he walked over to 
greet me I was surprised by his pleasant, 
positive attitude and his vigorous, 
healthy appearance. His young wife 
came out of the house and proudly 
introduced me to their three-week-old 
daughter. I was especially impressed 
with the daughter because they had 
chosen the same name for her as we had 
for our first child. 
He was not reluctant to talk about his 
experiences and he was very pleased 
with the program of the rehabilitation 
center. It had changed his whole attitude 
toward life and his own self image. He 
told me the hardest thing he had to do 
was admit to himself that he needed help 
and make the first move. I also learned 
that of all the people taking the treat-
ment, less than 10 percent finished. 
Many of the people in the program are 
sent there as part of their punishment, so 
they have no personal motivation for 
self-improvement. 
The achievement of any goal seems to 
require the following steps. First is a 
desire to purpose. Next we must begin. 
After we begin we must keep on, and 
last of all we must finish. Reviewing that 
process seems almost too elementary. 
But without following that sequence, 
the simplest task becomes frustrating. 
Conversely, many things which may 
appear impossible can be accomplished. 
An ancient proverb tells us that the 
world will make a path for the person 
who knows where he is going. For 
example, Scripture says that Daniel 
resolved not to defile himself . . ." 
(Daniel 1:8). Daniel's determination so 
impressed the guard that he was willing 
to risk his life for this strange request. It 
also marked the beginning of an exciting 
life of obedience to God. 
Jesus promises rest to all who are 
weary and burdened, but first we must 
admit the need and take the step to come 
(Matt. 11:28). "Come to me . . " is an 
invitation, not a command. 
Your letters contain many admoni-
tions to continue in the way. Ephesians 
6:10-20 must be read in its entirety to 
fully appreciate what it means to be a 
follower of Christ. The armor of God 
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which you describe so graphically leaves 
little doubt that we are in a power strug-
gle with supernatural forces, but with 
God's help we can win. 
One of our more colorful American 
heroes once predicted the outcome of a 
baseball game this way? "It ain't over till 
it's over." You vividly summarize the 
finish of a victorious life in 2 Timothy 
4:7-8: "I have fought the good fight, 1 
have finished the race, I have kept the 
faith. Now there is in store for me the 
crown of righteousness, which the Lord, 
the righteous Judge, will award to me on 
As I note the LT37 [Lifetime 1937] 
date on the label of my Visitor, I am 
reminded of the occasion 50 years ago 
that started this long term subscription. 
At that time having just graduated from 
Messiah Bible College, with my parents 
I attended the 50th anniversary celebra-
tion of the Visitor and the burning of the 
mortgage on the E. V. Publishing House. 
Vernon L. Stump, the then editor of 
the Visitor, called me into his office and 
presented me with the idea of purchas-
ing a lifetime subscription. As I recall, 
those subscriptions were to help pay off 
the mortgage on the building. To a 
young girl not yet established in a career, 
$40 was a big investment for a subscrip-
tion and a lifetime sounded like forever. 
He made it possible by suggesting I pay 
$5 a month—time payment for a sub-
scription 50 years ago! To further my 
participation in this event, editor Stump 
asked if I would like to light the candle 
to burn the mortgage. Naturally I was 
pleased with this offer. 
The Visitor has been a welcome piece 
of literature for these many years; also a 
convenience not to have to renew. Hav-
ing been affiliated with church and mis-
sion interests for a long time, the Visitor 
keeps us abreast of the many facets of 
the Brethren in Christ ministry. 
A former editor once said, he forgave 
me the many years I received the Visitor 
that day—and not only to me, but also 
to all who have longed for his appearing." 
My friend recognized his problem 
and decided to do something about it. 
His family and friends give him support 
and reason to continue, even though he 
is aware that it may be a lifelong strug-
gle. Although he did not attribute his 
progress to a religious experience, I sus-
pect there are people close to him who 
are supporting him with prayer. 
Onesimus 
for such an economical price because I 
support the Visitor Air Mail Fund for 
missionaries. This is one way of sharing 
what has been a blessing to me. Fifty 
years ago I did not think about being 
here when the 100th anniversary would 
be celebrated. 




While setting up on the beach one day 
this summer during our family's vaca-
tion, I was having trouble pushing the 
spike of the beach umbrella into the 
sand. A man close by offered to help, 
and then joked, "See, there are still some 
things you need a man for." I accepted 
and appreciated his help, but I have to 
admit that I also smarted a bit because I 
would rather have been able to set up the 
umbrella all by myself without his or 
anyone's help. I didn't like being re-
minded of my weakness, of any possible 
areas of vulnerability. (Had my husband 
been with me that day, he would have 
set up the umbrella. I say that to admit 
that I do often count on male physical 
strength!) 
An article on current presidential 
candidates in the August 10 issue of 
Time magazine quoted Patrick Caddell, 
a Democratic Party strategist, question-
ing the reasons for two successive Demo-
cratic presidential losses. He asked, "Is 
the Democratic Party perceived as a 
feminine' party and the G.O.P. a 'mas-
culine' party on characteristics such as 
'strong,' 'tough,' forceful'?" The article 
went on to describe the ways in which 
presidential candidates are working hard 
to emphasize their strength of character 
and their ability to be "tough." The clear 
implication seemed to be that femininity 
is equated with weakness and masculin-
ity with strength. To be 'feminine" is to 
be weak and vulnerable—obviously not 
what the U.S. either wants or needs. I 
didn't like the implications. 
I recently came across a book with 
this intriguing title: Where Is God Now? 
Nuclear Terror, Feminism, and the 
Search for God. The author, Juliana 
Casey, says that "patriarchal power func-
tions in secrecy, rigidity, and from 
strength.' Feminist power chooses open-
ness, fluidity, and vulnerability." Accord-
ing to Casey, power requires vulnerabil-
ity. Could it be that when my inner 
defenses against appearing vulnerable in 
the incident with the beach umbrella 
were triggered, I was unconsciously rein-
forcing a cultural system which requires 
a certain kind of "strength"? Is open 
admission of need a sign of a different 
kind of strength? What can women con-
tribute to the discussion of power and 
vulnerability? 
"The greatest gift we can give each 
other is our own woundedness." So said 
a participant in one of Scott Peck's 
community-building workshops. In his 
newest book, Tht Different Drum: Com-
munity Making and Peace, Peck talks a 
great deal about the importance of 
vulnerability. Whether in interpersonal 
relationships (in the family and church, 
for example) or international relation-
ships, he claims that there can be no 
genuine community and hence no 
genuine reconciliation and peace with-
out vulnerability. That would seem to 
run counter to the talk in recent years of 
"closing the window of vulnerability" 
and maintaining "peace through 
strength." 
All of this leads me to make a few 
observations: (1) Like many other peo-
ple in this culture, I find it very difficult 
to be vulnerable. I want to be in control, 
to be strong. I don't want anyone to 
think I'm a weak person. But the truth 
is, I'm not always in control and I often 
feel very weak. When I feel like that, I 
ought to feel comfortable admitting my 
need and asking for help. Why is it so 
difficult to do that—even in the church 
among caring people? 
(2) When I read what Peck and Casey 
say about the value of vulnerability, 
both on a personal and national level, I 
am hopeful that the kind of openness 
and honesty in relationships that vulner-
ability requires will begin to catch on. 
From my perspective, that can only 
bring good. It saddens me, then, to read 
that a political party (or even a group of 
Christians) is consciously working to 
avoid any appearance of vulnerability. I 
don't think they're moving in the right 
direction. 
(3) The ability to be vulnerable re-
quires the ability to risk, and that's 
almost always scary. But I think we 
probably have more to lose by trying to 
maintain absolute invulnerability than 
by risking more openness. 
The Lord told Paul, "Power comes to 
its full strength in weakness" (2 Cor. 
12:9, NEB). I'd like to see more discus-
sion of what that paradoxical statement 
means for the way we live with each 
other. 
Readers may correspond with 
both Phoebe and Onesimus by 
writing to them c/o the Evangel-
ical Visitor, P. O. Box 166, Nap-
panee, IN 46550. 
K* Pontius' 
Puddle 
Bullet ins and newsletters reprint-
ing "Pon t ius ' Pudd le " f r o m the 
Visitor mus t pay $5 for each use 
to Joe l Kau f fmann , 111 Carter 
Road, Goshen, IN 46526. 
I'NV REALLY (JRSET AT IAY 
<^0N6-RE(bATI0N. I 'D WITHHOLD fAY 
t i t h i n g e x c e p t f o r onethiM6-. V/HATS THAT? 
X DON'T 
6-IVE ANy. 
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T'diPoria! 
Every photographer knows the importance of the proper 
blending of lights and shadows. Every artist recognizes that 
light and shade are the very warp and woof of his painting. Life 
too is made up of light and shadows. 
As Jesus approached the climax of his earthly career, these 
contrasts are most striking and significant. From the glorious, 
overwhelming experience on the mount where he was trans-
figured before his intimate three, they plunged into the valley 
of defeated disciples and frustrated faith. From the sombre 
shades before the opening of Lazarus' tomb, it is only a short 
span to the transcendent warmth of life and joy of fellowship in 
the midst of the aroma of the broken alabaster box. From the 
peculiarly intimate sanctity of the upper room with its sacred 
communion, it was only a few hours to Gethsemane and the 
most diabolical of treasons. 
And from the widely tumultuous throngs that gave him a 
kingly ovation as he rode into the Holy City on the back of a 
colt, it was only a few days to Golgotha. 
The ancient prophets constantly hold in view the king of 
kings as well as the suffering servant in the person of Christ. 
And Jesus clearly told his disciples on several occasions what 
they might expect. Yet they were not prepared for the adverse 
storm of circumstance when it broke in fury upon them. Peter, 
the glowingly self-confident, was fully ready to flee for his life 
before the motley mob that broke into the stillness of the 
midnight garden scene. And in the court of Annas, the scornful 
finger of a serving maid caused him to cringe like a criminal. 
Light and shadows 
Life has always consisted of lights and shadows, of joys and 
sorrows, of fulfillments and frustrations, of victories and 
defeats. Undoubtedly life will always have its contrasts. And 
yet, Paul exclaims: "Now thanks be unto God, which always 
causeth us to triumph in Christ" (2 Cor. 2:4). The glorious 
message of the Gospel is the possibility of constant and eternal 
victory. Yet how many of us fail to find that triumphant 
experience in Christ in the midst of life's midnight blackness! 
How few claim constant overcoming faith regardless of every 
circumstance! 
The frightened followers of Jesus fleeing from Gethsemane; 
the cowering, scattered few who dared to cling to the outer 
fringe of the mob as it dragged Jesus from Annas to Herod to 
Pilate, only to repeat the gruelling ordeal again; the desperate 
women at the foot of Calvary; the utterly discouraged and 
demoralized eleven disciples who returned to the fishing 
trade—all this is a lesson and a challenge. When in the span of a 
shadow, never forget that beyond is light. And the darker the 
ebony blackness surrounding, the more brilliant is the con-
trasting gleam. 
As the evening shadows lengthened over the plains of Judea 
and over the towers of Jerusalem, stretching into the blackest 
night of all history, apparently everyone had forgotten the 
portent of the dazzling brilliance of the third morning. In the 
midst of life's darkest moments, keep looking up for the burst 
of light above the hills. 
Jesse W. Hoover 
Editorial, March 12, 1945 
Dr. V. Raymond Edman [once said], "I wonder how many 
great ideas have been lost because they were never written 
down." 
God moved holy men of old to write down the Scriptures, 
the bedrock upon which all other Christian writing rests. He 
moved Martin Luther to write down the 95 Theses. He moved 
the Puritans to write down doctrine, Brother Lawrence and 
John Owen and Amy Carmichael to write down devotion, 
Schaff to write down history. 
All the while, men were preaching. But it was not enough. A 
voice might stir men to act; writing kept the preacher from 
forgetting what God wanted him to say. A voice could be 
silenced by a tyrant's sword; clay tablet, scroll, papyrus, the 
typeset page: these were more durable than sword or tyrant. 
How many voices were raised in 16th century pulpits against 
papal corruption we do not know. But we do know that it was 
those writings of Luther, nailed to the church door and circu-
lated throughout Europe, that kindled the Reformation. Once 
written, ideas resist being pushed into a corner and forgotten. 
God still moves men to write. 
The Evangelical Visitor, the periodical you are reading at 
this moment, is an attempt to convey that divine movement. 
Modern manufacturing and distribution techniques thrust 
these pages from an editor's desk across a city, a prairie, a 
How to find those lost ideas 
mountain, an ocean, soon to be read by people throughout the 
world. 
But there's another side to it. 
I wonder how many great ideas have been lost, even though 
written, because people didn't read them! How many homes 
are without Christian reading matter? How many children, 
even in Christian homes, grow up in an environment that 
includes Life, Newsweek, McCall's, the Post—but no Chris-
tian periodical? 
An editor who's worth his salt isn't satisfied with a circula-
tion of ten thousand if twenty thousand people might be 
reading his magazine. But how can he gain those added 
readers? 
That's where you come in. If the Evangelical Visitor is 
helpful to you and your family, if it gives you fresh ideas and 
information and enthusiasm for spiritual matters, then you 
ought to be working on your friends to subscribe. You ought to 
be giving subscriptions on birthdays, wedding days, other 
special days. You ought to be trying to get your church sold on 
a "Christian periodical in every home" campaign. 
. . . In the past, Christian writing has outlasted the tyrant's 
sword. Today it may prevent such a sword from being forged. 
Joseph T. Bayly 
Guest Editorial, Oct. 1, 1962 
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The paper church? 
This title might be somewhat misleading but one 
cannot help but wonder if paper, along with the 
bureaucrat, has not taken over the church—or at least 
has moved into the front line. 
There are papers which contain annual, semi-
annual, monthly, and weekly reports; budget and 
other proposals; financial statements; minutes of all 
kinds of meetings; speeches; drafts of job descriptions; 
and final, authorized job descriptions. Then there are 
those papers with questionnaires, evaluations of pro-
grams, and of course agendas and guidelines. Smaller 
papers are called inserts; others, notes—some of which 
are addressed from one desk to another or from per-
son to person. Small notes in pews are used for mes-
sages to another person in the service. Also a lot of 
paper is used for bulletins, philosophies of ministry, 
policies, and programs. Many copies are made of each 
of these categories in order that some of the people or 
all of the people may have some. 
There are people in the church who detest papers. 
They just throw them away without reading anything 
that's printed on them. Others read them before 
throwing them away. Some feel insecure without 
papers—they will read and file them away. 
Those who put ideas on papers and are able to 
manage their papers well will soon rise to important 
positions. There is a great sense of accomplishment 
once things have been approved which have been 
written on paper. Even those who are meticulous in 
paper management will spend a great deal of time 
looking for certain papers which have either been 
misplaced or filed away. 
The sound of paper has become commonplace in 
board and committee meetings when members look 
for things and leaf through them. A good deal of time 
is allowed for this exercise. Also the passing around of 
papers has become an important ritual at many 
meetings. 
A great assortment of equipment is being utilized to 
facilitate the paper ministry in the church. There are 
mimeographs, copiers, computers, typewriters, paper 
cutters, paper folding machines, double- and triple-
hole punches, staplers, and all kinds of files and filing 
cabinets and boxes and rows of shelves to hold all 
those papers. 
The church of which this writer is a member (aver-
aging 250 church and 175 Sunday school attendance) 
used, in 1986, well over 70,000 copies of paper. In spite 
of continuous upgrading of equipment and paper, 
attendance is declining. Someone might argue that the 
one cannot be linked to the other. Then again, one 
cannot help but wonder if the tendency to entrust our 
spirit to paper might possibly be counterproductive. 
Jesus was probably not a paper person. Only once 
that we know of did he write something on the ground 
with a stick. His main emphasis to his disciples was the 
word of mouth witnessing method. 
We all will agree that paper is here to stay and that it 
is an essential commodity. But that much paper? 
In case you wonder, I am crowded by piles of papers 
which came from the church and which my wife con-
stantly urges me to get rid of. 
Sign me: Not Through Wondering 
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